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Résumé

Avec la croissance exponentielle du trafic lié au développement de la vidéo et des
services d’Internet, les systèmes WDM évoluent régulièrement pour augmenter la ca-
pacité de la fibre optique. Pour atteindre cet objectif, les concepts d’�élasticité� et
de grille WDM flexible ont été introduits et ont conduit au développement de nou-
veaux équipements optiques. Dans le cadre des réseaux flexibles, le dimensionnement
de réseaux se complexifie, et les outils de dimensionnement traditionnels doivent être
repensés. De plus, des problèmes stratégiques et technologiques apparaissent avec
l’arrivée de ce nouveau concept. Presque tous les équipements optiques doivent être
remplacés par d’autres mieux adaptés, entrâınant un coût de déploiement additionnel.
Ce travail propose et implémente des nouveaux outils mathématiques et logiciels de di-
mensionnement multicouche des réseaux optiques flexibles. Des cas d’usage intéressants
à étudier dans le cadre des réseaux flexibles sont aussi identifiés et proposés dans cette
thèse. De même, ce travail traite les problèmes principaux émanant de la flexibilité
optique. De façon plus spécifique, nous étudions le problème de la fragmentation du
spectre WDM flexible dans les réseaux d’opérateurs et proposons des solutions. De plus,
nous proposons et évaluons un cas d’usage qui combine l’élasticité et la restauration
optique du trafic dans un contexte multicouche. Enfin, nous identifions et proposons
une solution au problème lié à l’utilisation des amplificateurs optiques dans les réseaux
flexibles.





Abstract

With the exponential growth of traffic driven by video and Internet services, WDM
systems evolve regularly to increase optical fiber capacity. To meet the relentless need
for capacity, advanced features have been integrated into optical layer leading to the
notion of channel flexibility (datarate elasticity, flex-grid). In contrast, with the poten-
tial benefits that optical channel flexibility provides, network dimensioning gets even
more complicated, and traditional dimensioning tools should be rethought. Moreover,
some strategic and technological problems appear with optical layer flexibility. Al-
most, all legacy equipment in the optical layer needs to be replaced by greenfield and
well-adapted equipment, which requires new investments. Furthermore, spectrum frag-
mentation has been identified as the main disadvantage of optical layer flexibility. This
work proposes and implements different mathematical multilayer tools for network di-
mensioning with the aim of evaluating optical layer flexibility. It identifies profitable
and advantageous use cases and networking scenarios that bring forward the interest
of flex-grid and elasticity. This work also deals with the potential troubles of flexibility
and provides solutions to them. Specifically, we thoroughly investigate spectrum frag-
mentation in operator network context, and propose some traffic engineering strategies.
We propose and evaluate a new use case that combines datarate elasticity and optical
restoration within a multilayer context. Finally, we state a new drawback of flex-grid
technology regarding the use of legacy optical amplifiers with flex-grid networks and
provide a solution to overcome this problem.
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General Introduction

O
ptical transmission has revolutionized telecommunication world thanks to the
high capacity and the long reach it provides. There are two main architectures for

optical transport networks. The first one consists in grooming signals at each inter-
mediate node in order to efficiently fill the optical channels, requiring however costly
Optical-Electrical-Optical (OEO) conversions (opaque optical networks). The other
one enforces an all-optical networking which avoids OEO conversions at intermediate
nodes in order to save on regenerators, but may suffer from impairment accumulation
(transparent optical networks). Nowadays, both architectures should coexist in the
same translucent optical network, making larger the optimization space that is already
suffering from the Non-deterministic Polynomial time (NP)-completeness of Routing
and Wavelength Assignment (RWA), in optical mesh networks [1].

With the exponential growth of traffic, which is essentially driven by videos and In-
ternet services, optical transmission systems and Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(WDM) techniques evolve regularly to increase optical fiber capacity. For example,
transponders operating at 100 Gbps are already in use and many ongoing studies are
promising to go beyond [2–4]. However, the relentless need for capacity in terms of the
number of channels and their maximum datarate, is still growing. It is the reason why
fairly advanced features have been integrated into optical layer equipment thanks to
hardware development leading to the notion of channel flexibility (datarate elasticity,
flex-grid). Elasticity consists in adapting channel datarate to the actual traffic volume
in order to increase the optical spectral efficiency as close as possible to the theoretical
limit, or to better exploit optical link margins. Regarding flex-grid, it provides optical
channels with the capability to exploit exactly the required spectrum using multiples
of 12.5 GHz frequency slot. However, with the potential benefits that optical chan-
nel flexibility provides, network dimensioning gets more and more complicated, and
traditional dimensioning tools should be rethought.

Beyond the impact on planning complexity, introducing channel flexibility makes net-
work layers more dependent on one another, reducing rigidness and symmetry in dimen-
sioning process. For example, the over-design of WDM channels that traffic grooming
algorithms were dealing with, is no longer of the same importance [5, 6]. It means
that network dimensioning should take into account both electrical and optical layers
in such a way it can take maximum benefit from flexibility (multilayer optimization).

Apart from dimensioning complexity and multilayer aspect, some strategic and tech-
nological problems appear with optical layer flexibility. Almost, all legacy equipment
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in the optical layer need to be replaced by greenfield and well-adapted equipment to
flexibility. Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexers (ROADMs) and Erbium
Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFAs) are the most concerned entities by the new concept
of flexibility [7, 8]. This could have considerable impact on network deployment, as the
expected gain in terms of cost is somewhat controversial [9–11].

Furthermore, spectrum fragmentation like computer memory fragmentation, has been
identified as the main disadvantage of optical layer flexibility [12–15]. It means that
some blocks of frequency slots can be left scattered in the spectra, leading to traf-
fic demand blocking in spite of the free existing resources. Consequently, theoretical
spectrum gain can be hardly reached due to unusable blocks of saved spectrum.

In summary, in order to face the exponential growth of traffic, optical layer is getting
even more smarter thanks to the relatively low cost of WDM equipment, and the
recent advance in optical technologies. This evolution adds further complexity to the
dimensioning of optical transport networks as they are already facing the issue of
planning and resource provisioning. New dimensioning tools adapted to flex-grid and
datarate elasticity are therefore needed, as the conventional ones can no longer be used.

The contribution of this thesis consists of two parts. The first contribution concerns the
proposition and the development of different dimensioning tools that take into account
the particularities of flexible optical networks. To that aim, we study the dimensioning
problem in a hierarchical and then a multilayer dimensioning context. These tools
are subsequently used for the purpose of evaluating and encircling the right gains of
flex-grid technology and datarate elasticity.

The second contribution consists in identifying and proposing scenarios and use cases
that highlight the interest of flexible optical networks. For example, a new multilayer
architecture for traffic restoration is proposed. Furthermore, some traffic engineering
strategies are proposed in order to minimize spectrum fragmentation impact on flex-
grid expected benefits. Indeed, the present work deeply discusses spectrum fragmen-
tation issue in operator network context, and proposes new metrics for fragmentation
assessment. A new migration policy that allows keeping in use legacy power-limited
EDFA amplifiers is also proposed and evaluated in this work.

The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows:
Chapter 1, gives a brief overview on transport optical network evolution, and highlights
the key elements of the research context and the problematic of this dissertation.

Chapter 2 is dedicated to the state of the art of flexible optical networks. It thoroughly
discusses the previous works, sheds some light on their weaknesses, and situates the
present work.

Chapter 3 deals with the issue of spectrum fragmentation in the incremental context
of operator network. In this Chapter, new fragmentation metrics are proposed and
compared with existing ones. Subsequently, these metrics are used to evaluate spectrum
fragmentation before proposing some well-adapted approaches stemming from traffic
engineering, to the problem.

In Chapter 4, a multilayer dimensioning tool is proposed for elastic optical networks.
This tool is used to evaluate a new class of service based multilayer architecture that
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we propose for cost-effective traffic restoration taking benefits from the low priority of
best-effort traffic in a multilayer context.

In Chapter 5, we propose a new link design method and evaluate the optical power
limitation issue coming with flex-grid technology. Same chapter presents and eval-
uates a power adaptation approach that allows reducing flex-grid migration cost by
maintaining in use legacy optical amplifiers.

Finally, this work is concluded, and the main results are summarized, as well as, the
perspectives and the possible research lines.





CHAPTER

1 Research Context

1.1 Operator Network Hierarchy

I
n general, operator network hierarchy comprises three different parts, each of them
having specific design depending on traffic requirements and dimensioning context.

Most of deployed optical access networks are Passive Optical Network (PON). They
aim at providing end-users with connectivity to service providers, and constitute the
lowest level of communication in the overall hierarchy. They are characterized by a
relatively low traffic volume with respect to the other levels of the segmentation, and
are less sensitive to service disruption as it impacts less customer count. For this
reason, nodes in passive optical access networks are linked according to a tree physical
topology, and downstream communications follow the point-to-multipoint principle as
in PON technology [16].

Metropolitan networks (also called metro networks) constitute the second level of op-
erator network hierarchy, and they are responsible for linking some specific areas or
regions at nationwide scales. This part of operator network has the most important
traffic growth rate [17], and are identified with their physical ring topology even if some
of them are nowadays meshed. Therefore, traffic demand routing, resource provision-
ing, and recovery schemes are absolutely trivial in ring-based metro networks.

Core optical networks play an important role in telecommunications at worldwide scale,
and have the purpose of interconnecting peering points and major cities to Internet,
datacenters and other operators. Obviously, in core networks the most important traffic
volume is concentrated, with an exponential traffic growth rate [17]. It is the reason
why nodes are linked according to a meshed physical topology.

Core and metro optical networks constitute the so-called transport optical networks,
which are mainly concerned by transmission and switching functionalities (Fig. 1.1).
In this work, we focus on core optical network design and modeling where optical fibers
are ubiquitous and channel flexibility might be first deployed.

1.1.1 Network Architecture Trends

Telecommunication networks have to fill some requirements in order to ensure the
reliability of both data transmission and delivery. Hardware equipment hierarchically
performs communication functions using specific binary language called protocols.
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Figure 1.1 — Operator network hierarchy.

These functions are abstracted and classified into several groups or layers, with the pur-
pose of ensuring effective coexistence and exchange between different vendor products.
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) [18], and Transport Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP) [19], are the most used models to describe modern day protocols,
whereas TCP/IP is more in line with their implementations.

Over the last two decades, protocol stack has been evolving in operator network, and
different protocols had to coexist in the same architecture leading to some inconsistency
in core network level. For instance, transporting Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
protocol by Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) has introduced a synchronization
issue in the lower layers. Likewise, having Internet Protocol (IP) Over ATM leads to
the fragmentation of IP packets due to their variable size and the fixed and small size
of ATM cells. In order to overcome this inconsistency between different layers, and
with the purpose of reducing the number of network equipment, the trend is being
towards a unique and a simplified convergent solution: IP-Over-WDM. It consists in
multiplexing IP packets into WDM optical channels (Fig. 1.2), via Generic Framing
Procedure (GFP) or Ethernet protocol encapsulation and passing through Optical
Transport Network (OTN) framing eliminating network components in intermediate
layers as defined in International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication (ITU-
T) G.709 [20].
In this work, we consider the IP-Over-WDM architecture, and we do not take into
account the possible grooming in OTN sub-layer.

Data plane is responsible for hardware functionalities like data segmentation, assembly,
and forwarding, whereas control plane makes decision concerning where data have to
be sent. Until recently, Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) protocol
was the main candidate standard [21] to realize the control plane of optical networks.
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Figure 1.2 — Protocol stack in telecommunication network [23].

Some competitors have recently emerged coming from the intra-datacenter networking
world like Software Defined Networking (SDN).

SDN is a promising architecture that decouples the data plane from the control plane,
which are usually performed by the same distributed hardware equipment [22]. Control
plane decisions are afterwards sent to forwarding nodes (switches and routers) using a
communication protocol (e.g., OpenFlow, PCEP, NetConf etc.). This decoupling has
been for long time usual in optical transport networks where SDN promises are expected
to improve network flexibility in terms of automation. For example, moving control
plane functionalities towards a centralized software entity (called SDN controller) is
expected to make network management and administration dynamic, flexible, and
independent from equipment manufacturers. SDN has also fully opened the door for
Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) arrival, which enables an efficient sharing of
hardware resources using some techniques inspired from Information Technology (IT)
world.

Note that, specifying protocol stack architecture is necessary in this work, in order to
define network equipment types that network dimensioning takes into account. Like-
wise, control plane automation aspect is a key element in the feasibility of some network
operations, like spectrum defragmentation, datarate elasticity, and traffic restoration
that will be later discussed in this dissertation.

1.1.2 Transport Mode Evolution

Two main architectures for optical nodes exist, depending on whether OEO conversions
are enforced or not.

Accordingly, three transport modes for optical signals are possible, namely opaque,
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Figure 1.3 — Opaque node architecture. In this example, the electronic switching
is performed in the IP layer via IP routers. RP and TSP stand for router port and

transponder respectively.

transparent, and translucent.
In the following, characteristics of each transport mode are briefly described.

1.1.2.1 Opaque Mode

This is the historical mode that has been deployed in the optical layer for a while. It
undergoes OEO conversions at all intermediates nodes along the path from source node
to destination node, using WDM transponders (transmitter and receiver) and opaque
switches (electronic switching) as shown in Fig. 1.3.

Opaque mode allows traffic demand grooming in the electrical domain in order to
efficiently fill the optical channels. It has also the advantage of cascaded signal regen-
erations, preventing therefore physical impairments accumulation and avoiding wave-
length continuity constraint. However, traffic grooming may bring little improvement
in terms of filling if channels are already well occupied and in this case opaque mode
can significantly impact network cost because of additional transponders, regenerators
and potential router interfaces.

1.1.2.2 Transparent Mode

Unlike opaque mode, transparent mode keeps optical signals in the optical domain with
no electrical conversion until they reach destination nodes. This mode is particularly
efficient when the channels are highly filled. Transparent mode permits to reduce
both Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operational Expenditure (OPEX) because
intermediate OEO conversions are avoided. However, it introduces the wavelength
continuity constraint which can increase the number of required wavelengths per fiber
link.

In addition, as a result of intermediate node bypass, the resulting path may accumulate
a certain level of physical impairments, which makes the system not to operate: this
adds complexity in determining path feasibility. This constraint also limits the size
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Figure 1.4 — Transparent node architecture. RP and TSP stand for router port
and transponder respectively.

of the network (scalability). Figure 1.4 shows an example of a transparent node that
uses a transparent Optical Cross-Connect (OXC). The OXC allows switching optical
signals from input ports and/or add ports to output ports and/or drop ports. Here,
add and drop operations are performed only to send or to receive optical signals.

1.1.2.3 Translucent Mode

Translucent mode (also called hybrid mode) takes benefit from both opaque and trans-
parent networks in such a way that the best trade-off between traffic grooming, and
signal regeneration is found, optimizing cost and removing network size limitation. In
other words, every node in translucent networks can be opaque, transparent, or both
according to traffic to satisfy, IP routing constraints, regenerator placement strategy,
and optimization objective.

A translucent node is depicted in Fig. 1.5. Transparent switching is illustrated with the
plain green arrow, and opaque is illustrated with the dashed pink and magenta arrows.
Note that the electrical switching at the IP layer allows some client traffic grooming
in this case (part of pink traffic is dropped while local traffic is added and regroomed
with the transit traffic, before it is sent back to the optical layer via transponders).

In this work, we exclusively focus on this mode as it is representative of nowadays
transport optical networks.

1.2 Optical Layer Flexibility

Over the last years, transport network traffic has been exponentially growing and will
still increase, according to recent studies carried out by scientists from Cisco and Bell
Labs [17, 24]. Consequently, the need for capacity is becoming more and more urgent,
at the same time that existing services for end-users have to get cheaper and cheaper.

There are three main approaches to improve link capacity in transport optical networks.
A straightforward solution consists in installing a new optical fiber on the link whenever
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Figure 1.5 — Translucent node architecture.

bandwidth is needed. This approach can relax wavelength continuity constraint, but
it leads to the deployment of new optical amplifiers, apart from the additional cost of
WDM system deployment and its validation. Usually, this approach is used as a last
resort.

The second approach focuses on increasing the per-channel datarate, using high level
modulation formats within the same bandwidth (symbol rate) and/or higher symbol
rates. The use of complex advanced modulation formats in phase, amplitude, and
polarization together with coherent detection [25] allowed a breakthrough in fiber ca-
pacity evolution. Figure 1.6 depicts that fiber capacity evolution over the last four
decades has been linearly increasing, offering enough capacity for the observed expo-
nential growth of traffic. Nevertheless, the larger the number of constellation points
is, the more sensitive to impairments the transmission is, which can involve significant
impact on transmission reach. In addition, according to recent research in the field,
fiber capacity of communication systems is getting close to the theoretical Shannon
limit [26], which means that the observed evolution of fiber capacity will be broken in
the coming years.

The third approach consists to increase the number of WDM channels within the C
spectral band of optical fibers by reducing frequency spacing between WDM channels.
Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing (CWDM) and Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (DWDM) technologies are good examples to illustrate such an approach.
Using very cheap lasers, CWDM can transport up to 18 channels spaced by 20 nm
from 1270 nm to 1610 nm, most of them however are outside the operating window
of EDFA amplifiers, which results in short reaches for the WDM system (about 100
km) [29]. In contrast, DWDM technology uses a tighter channel spacing, typically
0.4 nm (50 GHz) yielding more than 80 channels per fiber in the EDFA amplifier C-
Band, allowing longer reaches but requiring costly transceivers with respect to CWDM
technology. Some studies have been performed on an Ultra Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (UDWDM) technology with even narrower spacing (<0.2 nm) and smaller
per-channel signal bandwidth. However, UDWDM has not received as much attention
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Figure 1.6 — Fiber capacity evolution over the last decades [27, 28].

as DWDM due to very limited reaches and ultra-costly lasers. In addition, UDWDM
channel spacing does not match high single channel datarates requiring more than 25
GHz channel spacing (e.g., 100 Gbps).

On the other hand, optical networks can be classified into three categories according
to the different datarates offered by optical transponders. In the first category, optical
transponders are designed to support the same highest Single Line Rates (SLR) with
the same longest optical reach, irrespectively of traffic demand volume and regardless of
physical link lengths. In the second category, networks mix optical transponders with
different fixed datarates, which can have different optical reaches. This Mixed Line
Rates (MLR) allows overcoming the overdesign challenge of SLR transponders but with
some rigidness in the network life cycle since datarates are fixed. The third category
concerns elastic transponders with on-demand datarate adaptation [1,2]. Datarate
adaptation can be performed on the fly thanks to coherent transmission and advanced
digital signal processing, for instance changing symbol rate, modulation format or both
[3].

Since capacity limit of optical fiber should be reached soon, there is a renewed interest
on spectrum utilization. Indeed, conventional fixed grid optical networks are character-
ized by a non-optimized use of spectrum resources as a fixed channel spacing must be
used, even if the required signal spectrum amount is smaller. Nevertheless, making the
channel grid finer is not sufficient to overcome this inefficiency, because transponders
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Figure 1.7 — Example of flex-grid benefits: at the top, some optical channels
use symbol rates considerably lower than the traditional grid. At the bottom, these

channels are assigned their real widths, and the remaining spectrum is saved.

with different datarates, operating on the same optical fiber, and requiring more or less
spectrum amount, are already in use in today’s optical networks (MLR networks). A
promising alternative to improve the spectral efficiency and to reduce the overdimen-
sioning of network resources, is to introduce a flexible channel spacing in the WDM grid
(known as flexible grid or flex-grid), depending on the actual requirements of WDM
transponders. Flex-grid technology consists in gathering several contiguous frequency
slots in order to better match the required and the allocated spectrum [30]. A fully
flexible grid is not possible, because of the filtering limitations of WDM equipment.
Figure 1.7 shows an example of saved spectrum in flex-grid optical networks, thanks
to both fine slot width and flexible grid.

In addition to flex-grid technology, elastic transponders offer an interesting adaptation
capability as they can adapt dynamically their datarates to the actual traffic volume
they are carrying. This capability has been proposed to deal with traffic fluctuations
due to the daily traffic pattern for example, or to the variation of traffic distribution
when some optimization processes are performed. Systematic datarate adaptation can
be obtained by varying for example, modulation format, symbol rate, Forward Error
Correction (FEC) overhead, or number of allocated sub-carriers in case of Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technology [2].

Datarate elasticity is expected to better optimize the spectrum usage, whereas flex-
grid could expand optical fiber capacity by about 33% [31]1. Therefore, combining both
techniques would offer very promising perspectives for future optical networks [32].

In this work, we use ”flexibility” term, and we refer to ”flexible optical networks”, when
flex-grid technology is used with elastic transponders in the same optical network.

1or recover 25% of fiber spectrum
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1.3 Network Dimensioning and Design

1.3.1 Problem Statement

Network dimensioning consists in determining, locating, and tuning all electrical and
optical equipment which are used for a given traffic matrix on a known physical topol-
ogy, while optimizing a specific objective (generally network cost). This implies a
logical topology design in which traffic demands are routed on physical paths, assigned
a part of spectrum (RWA), regenerated, protected, and groomed or split according to
optimal solutions. [33, 34].

Network dimensioning is usually seen as a complex NP problem. Let us recall here the
meaning of NP problems. A decision problem is said to be in the NP class, if a) it
requires a non-deterministic Turing machine in order to be solved in polynomial time,
and b) any given solution to it can be verified in polynomial time using deterministic
Turing machine. It is NP-complete if a) it is NP and b) all NP problems can be reduced
to it in polynomial time. It is NP-hard, if it satisfies at least the second condition.
Therefore, all NP-complete problems are NP-hard, but not all NP-hard problems are
NP-complete (Fig. 1.8). In other words, a NP-hard problem is at least as hard as any
other NP problem and it is not necessarily in the NP class. This is because a NP-hard
problem is not necessarily decisive, and can take much time to verify a given solution

to it. The problem P
?
= NP is one of the most difficult problems in mathematics,

and it was chosen among the seven millennium prize problems stated by the Clay
mathematics institute in 2000 [35].

Figure 1.8 — Illustration of NP-problems and their complexity.

In the general form of RWA problem, authors in [1] have proven RWA NP-completeness,
showing that it can be transformed to the NP-complete n-graph-colorability problem.
In the particular form of chain topology, RWA can however be solved in polynomial
time (class P) [36].

Taking into account the new constraints of flex-grid technology, traditional RWA al-
gorithms can no longer be applied. Instead of RWA, dimensioning algorithms have
henceforth to deal with Routing and Spectrum Assignment (RSA), which takes into
account the following constraints:
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• Traditional constraint of wavelength (now spectrum) continuity is conserved. It
means that each transparent demand must be assigned the same wavelength along
the physical path that is corresponding to its virtual link.

• New spectrum contiguity constraint is added, meaning that all the frequency
slots being used by the same transponder must be spectrally contiguous. Spec-
trum fragmentation is a direct consequence of spectrum contiguity constraint as
it happens when the free spectrum is not contiguous.

• One frequency slot can be attributed to at most one WDM transponder (non-
overlapping constraint). This constraint is already considered in conventional
optical networks, with however stronger impact in flex-grid technology due to
spectrum contiguity constraint.

RSA NP-hardness has been proven in [37], meaning that it is more difficult than
RWA problem, except in case where all WDM transponders require the same spectrum
occupancy. In such a case, RSA transforms to RWA problem.

This complexity analysis concerns only the routing and spectrum allocation aspect of
network dimensioning. Computational complexity is expected to grow, if sub-problems
like regenerator placement, traffic grooming, and network resiliency are taken into
account (e.g., multilayer dimensioning).

1.3.2 Multilayer Dimensioning

Given the complexity of multilayer dimensioning, network dimensioning is often per-
formed for each layer separately. Multilayer dimensioning performs a joint optimization
of all network layer resources, taking into account all network layer constraints, while
optimizing a given objective (e.g., network overall cost). It should not be mixed up
with a joint optimization of two or more sub problems (e.g., routing and regenera-
tor placement), which can consider only optical layer cost, or neglects some relevant
sub-problems like traffic grooming.

Multilayer dimensioning of flexible optical networks has to find the best trade-off
between traffic grooming (e.g., IP layer), optical bypassing, regenerator placement,
shortest path routing, and spectrum assignment, while being constrained by maximum
transponder reach and capacity depending on elasticity parameters. Moreover, spec-
trum continuity and spectrum contiguity constraints may lead to solutions generating
spectrum fragmentation, thus increasing the blocking probability and decreasing the
spectrum efficiency in the network [13, 38–41]. Other solutions can be in favour of traf-
fic grooming in order to better address the channel overdesign that the optical layer
flexibility is expected to deal with [5, 6]. In other words, the new flexibility offered at
the optical layer may compete with the one at the higher layer which adds complexity
in the design decision: should grooming be performed in the IP layer to better fill
optical layer resources? or should flexibility be applied to adapt optical layer resources
to traffic needs? (this demonstrates the interest of multilayer dimensioning in flexible
optical networks).
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In a nutshell, multilayer dimensioning is much more complex than hierarchical dimen-
sioning, and it concerns the most flexible optical networks. Therefore, the challenge
is to properly model both WDM and IP layers in order to optimally explore the large
optimization space, as conventional routing and spectrum allocation algorithms of tra-
ditional WDM networks can no longer be applied.





CHAPTER

2 State of the Art

2.1 Introduction

I
n Chapter 1, the research context of the thesis, and the main concepts/scientific terms
have been defined. The concept of optical layer flexibility has also been introduced.

In this Chapter, we present an overview on optical layer flexibility, and thoroughly
discuss the state of the art of the related works. Specifically, in Section 2.2, the new
considerations and particularities of flexibility are detailed. Section 2.3 presents the
activity research covering network dimensioning and related issues. Finally, the current
work is positioned with respect to the literature in Section 2.4.

2.2 New Considerations

As mentioned earlier, optical fiber capacity is approaching its theoretical limit thanks
to the recent advances in signal processing and transmission systems [25, 26]. More-
over, the rigid fixed grid in conventional optical networks cannot accommodate the
future high symbol rates used to serve large traffic demands due to the constrained
bandwidth. Inverse Multiplexing (IM) techniques, consisting in demultiplexing large
traffic demands (e.g., 1 Tbps) into smaller ones (e.g., 10 × 100 Gbps) that can fit the
conventional fixed grid, have appeared. Such techniques lead, however, to bandwidth
wastage and are seen as a straightforward costly approach [38].

For these reasons, a new paradigm, known as flex-grid, dealing with the overall fiber
capacity has emerged. It consists in tailoring the bandwidth to the actual requirement
of traffic demands using a fine frequency slot as an elementary spectrum unit. The
first-ever work introducing the concept of channel variable bandwidth was in 2001 [42].
However, it had no considerable success due to the non-mature technology. It was not
until 2008 that the first completely flexible system, known as SLICE, has been experi-
mentally demonstrated, using OFDM-based elastic transponders and well-adapted-to-
flex-grid equipment [2].

It is very important to point out that flex-grid channels with large symbol rates are
nowadays limited by the maximum sampling rate of digital-to-analogue and analogue-
to-digital converters. In other words, it is not yet possible to design an optical transpon-
der that can support symbol rates larger than 50 Gbaud even if flex-grid can easily
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accommodate even larger bandwidths (in fact, it can support any bandwidth equals to
multiples of 12.5 GHz).

This limitation leads to the concept of superchannels, which consists in splitting the
traffic demand stream into multiple sub-band streams before they are grouped using
either OFDM or Nyquist-WDM (N-WDM) based multiplexing techniques. Note that
we consider N-WDM-based multiplexing techniques in this thesis work, although both
N-WDM and OFDM present almost no difference in terms of spectral efficiency [43].

Superchannels are thus a good solution which provides large channel capacity and/or
high spectrum efficiency. Indeed, superchannel sub-bands can be pushed closer than
filtering limitation since they are not expected to be filtered along their path. For this
reason, superchannels provide a good trade-off between capacity and reach.

The difference between IM and superchannel concepts is that guard bands are not
required between superchannel sub-bands unlike IM channels. In addition, IM channels
are independent from one another and they are less likely to be blocked by the lack of
contiguous spectrum [38].

Optical channel flexibility concept relies on physical layer development, control plane,
and network optimization. In this dissertation we focus more on network optimization,
even though we take into account hardware limitation and control plane feasibility in
our studies.

2.2.1 Hardware Aspect

Flex-grid technology requires some specific equipment in order to be implemented in
conventional optical networks (Figure 2.1). The new accurately adjustable and flexible
grid is the main purpose related to this requirement. That is why before building
flex-grid-based optical equipment, the frequency slot width has been specified and
standardized.

The concept of frequency slot has been first introduced in [44]. The appropriate fre-
quency slot width has been intensively discussed in the literature. From the point of
view of spectrum fragmentation, it has been found that frequency slot width should be
equal to the bandwidth required for the lowest datarate [45].

From an economical point of view, it should be to some extent fine in such a way
that the need for traffic grooming in the electrical domain gets alleviated. This could
reduce multilayer energy consumption and gives rise to lower equipment count [46].
In [47], authors precise that a fully flexible grid (gridless) has a very small additional
gain mainly due to upper layer traffic granularity, apart from related difficulties and
technology limits. They found that a frequency slot width in the range of 2.5 GHz
to 3.125 GHz, is quite enough in order to reap full benefits from optical layer flexibil-
ity. Similarly, a mini-grid of 3 GHz is compared to the full gridless scenario in [48].
Numerical results show that mini-grid scenario performs almost as well as the gridless
scenario, with significant saving with respect to conventional fixed grid. However, the
ultra-fine slot is particularly well-adapted for networks with lots of low datarates, and
will not be in the long term as traffic volume evolves over time [49].
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Figure 2.1 — Flex-grid technology concept - Required equipment.

Taking into account these considerations, and in order to be compliant with the existing
10 Gbps channels, a 12.5 GHz frequency slot has been defined [30]. This fine frequency
slot needs a 6.25 GHz step to centralize the signal around its nominal frequency, as
introduced in the G.694.1 recommendation of ITU-T [30].

Figure 2.2 — Example of colored, directed four-degree ROADM, based on WSS
and splitters. The structure uses a broadcast and select architecture. WDM mux and

demux are used for Add and Drop ports.

A ROADM is a remotely reconfigurable device that can add, drop (terminate), or switch
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an optical signal (wavelength) in/from/to an optical fiber. A Wavelength Selective
Switch (WSS) is the main component in the ROADM block. It is a bidirectional 1×N
switch that allows switching individual wavelength channels from the common input
port to any output port (or from any input port to the common port if used in the
N × 1 direction).

Figure 2.2 shows an example of ROADM based on WSSs and splitters in a broadcast
and select structure. In this structure, any incoming channel on a given direction
(degree) can be switched to any other direction. Add-drop ports in this simple structure
cannot however be switched freely to/from any direction and are bound to the fixed
lambda multiplexers, demultiplexers, which makes this structure colored and directed.
By opposition, there exist structures that provide colorless, directionless, and even
contentionless add-drop capability [50].

Fixed grid WSSs can switch channels on a 50 GHz basis only. Flex-grid WSSs can
switch any incoming optical channel whatever its width (multiple of 12.5 GHz).

Optical nodes (ROADMs) should be endowed with flex-grid WSSs [2, 42] in order to im-
plement the flex-grid concept. In addition, almost all network equipment is somewhat
affected i.e., optical amplifiers, optical transponders, and even routers.

An optical amplifier is used to compensate the loss of optical fiber spans. EDFA
amplifiers are the most common type of amplifiers, which use doped optical fiber to
amplify optical signals in C-band or L-band [51]. They are characterized by their max-
imum power, their maximum gain, and their noise figure stemming from the Amplified
Spontaneous Emission (ASE).

A dual-stage amplifier is composed with two amplifiers packaged in the same module
with a control unit in between (Fig. 2.3). Usually, a Dispersion Compensation Module
(DCM) is placed between amplifier stages in order to manage and compensate for
chromatic dispersion of the optical fiber. The control unit is responsible for the tuning
of the preamplifier (first amplifier) and the booster (second amplifier). For example, it
sets the gain of both preamplifier and booster in order to achieve the required gain for
the overall system.

It has to be noticed that recent 100 Gbps transmission systems and beyond using
coherent detection, are not compliant with DCM modules. These systems need to
implement chromatic dispersion correction at the receiver side and not along the optical
fiber. This work considers coherent transmissions, and therefore deals with variable
gain dual-stage amplifiers with no in-line chromatic dispersion compensation.

Optical amplifiers are designed to support a given number of optical channels (namely
80 channels). Nevertheless, for a given spectral bandwidth (C band), flex-grid concept
gives rise to the increase of the number of channels, requiring more optical power
amplification in respect with the conventional fixed grid technology. This means that
the optical power limit of legacy amplifiers may not be sufficient to support the expected
channel number increase [8]. This issue is tackled in Chapter 5 of this dissertation.

Conventional optical transponders are responsible for emitting and receiving the optical
signal at a typical datarate up to a given distance. In order to operate on the new
flexible grid, conventional transponders need a basic change in the laser as it must
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Figure 2.3 — Architecture of a dual-stage amplifier with mid-stage access.

be finely tunable to be centred in the allocated spectrum [7]. To be more efficient in
spectrum use, optical transponders must be able to adapt their symbol rate to the real
spectrum requirement of traffic demands (elasticity). This results from the fact that
getting a different fixed rate transponder for each datarate is expensive, and does not
meet the requirement for datarate adaptation in dynamic traffic contexts.

Indeed, transponder elasticity does not concern only symbol rate adaptation, but also
modulation format type, FEC ratio over the payload, and channel spacing in case of
single-band transmission. The number of sub-bands, sub-band spacing, and super-
channel spacing can also offer additional degree of flexibility in case of multi-band
multiplexing techniques. Effect of datarate elasticity should enhance channel capacity,
optical reach, and/or spectral efficiency [52]. For instance, using higher modulation
formats improves both channel capacity and spectral efficiency, but reduces optical
reach. Similarly, increasing symbol rate allows improving channel capacity with a little
enhancement of the spectral efficiency assuming that the channel spacing is somewhat
correlated with the actual channel width (Table 2.1).

Parameters
Metrics

Capacity Reach Spectral efficiency
Symbol rate ↑ + =/- +
Format level ↑ + - +
FEC ratio ↑ - + -
Channel spacing ↑ - + -

Table 2.1 — Elasticity (datarate increase) effect on capacity, reach, and spectral
efficiency depending on the tuned parameter.

In addition, elasticity simplifies network management and improves its autonomy,
which can significantly reduce number of costly human interventions during network life
time [53]. Datarate elasticity can also reduce total energy consumed by transponders,
thanks to symbol rate adaptation when switching from higher to lower datarates [52].
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Elasticity is mostly present through some use cases such as cloud computation [54],
shared protection [55], multi-flow transponders [56], well-adapted spare for operator
equipment, unified hardware platform for manufacturers [43], reach and latency opti-
mization through FEC adaptation, and planning under uncertain traffic forecast [52]
thanks to the high adaptability level it provides.In Chapter 4, we propose and evaluate
a new use case that consists in triggering 1 + 1 protection for high priority traffic and
optical restoration for low priority traffic using elastic transponders in a multilayer
context [57].

Note that, datarate elasticity can be advantageously used within the conventional fixed
grid instead of the flexible grid [58], considering the additional investment in optical
layer equipment required with flex-grid, and the traffic grooming which would allow
to better fill the rigid fixed grid channels. Some studies do not agree with and claim
that costly traffic grooming in upper layers can be even eliminated by the means of
elastic transponders. Consequently, energy consumption in the network, and latency
are well-optimized [33, 34, 43, 46, 56]. In dynamic traffic context, datarate elasticity
is shown to be ineffective if elastic transponders do not allow the central frequency of
the channel to be moved [59]. In this case, authors propose to implement the flex-grid
technology with MLR transponders. Indeed, this statement cannot be generalized as
it depends on the optimization objective. In Chapter 4 we compare both MLR and
elastic optical networks within the fixed grid and show that the purpose of datarate
elasticity is not only to improve the spectral efficiency.

However, in order to take full benefits from datarate elasticity in the optical layer,
the IP layer has also to be elastic. In other words, router interfaces and intermediate
equipment should have rate adaptation capability. In static networks, this adaptation
can be simply achieved deploying only the required number of IP interfaces. In dynamic
networks, the unused interfaces or routers can be switched off with the aim of reducing
energy consumption. New standards are, however, needed if the IP layer should offer
full-flexibility without being constrained by client interface discrete rate [7].

2.3 Network Optimization

Telecommunication network deployment requires a high number of devices which can
be connected using different supports of transmission. CAPEX is the cost of the initial
deployment, whereas OPEX concerns all expenses required for consumable resources,
equipment repair and maintenance during network life time. Offline network dimension-
ing (known as network planning) is the dimensioning phase that generally minimizes
CAPEX required for the initial deployment of the network. In the online dimension-
ing phase (known as network traffic engineering) some traffic demands are rerouted,
aggregated, and reassigned different resources, in order to reduce, for instance, energy
consumption by switching off some equipment in sleep mode (multi-hour problem).
Online optimization can also be performed with the aim of balancing traffic between
links, using different logical topologies each one adapted for a specific interval of time.
A global optimization that considers both CAPEX and OPEX is possible. However,
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it is quite difficult to perform a global optimization due to the added complexity in
addition to the uncertain daily variation of traffic volume [60].

Offline resource provisioning is often accomplished using MILP formulations and meta-
heuristics, unlike the online traffic engineering, which is usually performed with simple
heuristics, due to the real-time constraints of ongoing connections. The advantage of
mathematical formulations is that they can provide a measure of the optimality (op-
timality gap) of the solution they provide. Heuristics can also use these mathematical
formulations for the same purpose. Approximation algorithms can provide a perfor-
mance bound (e.g., ρ 6= 1) of their solutions with respect to the optimal solution (e.g.,
Γ). It means that the obtained solution is guaranteed to be in the interval [Γ, ρΓ] if
ρ > 1, or in the interval [ρΓ, Γ] if ρ < 1. However, these bounds are often critical for
large problems. The competitive ratio is also a validation criterion for inexact methods.
It is the maximum ratio between the optimal solutions and inexact solutions for differ-
ent instances. Analytical modeling is the most efficient tool to assess the performance
of a given system. However, it is quite difficult to have a detailed analytical model for
large problems.

In this work, our approach depends on dimensioning context. In general, it is a mix of
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP), heuristics and meta-heuristics.

2.3.1 Routing and Spectrum Assignment

As mentioned earlier, RWA problem is NP-complete and it is a particular case of RSA
problem which is NP-hard [37]. RSA consists in routing every traffic demand, and
allocating a part of spectrum to it for the optimization of a given objective. RSA
problem reduces to Spectrum Assignment (SA) problem if traffic demand routing is
given as input (e.g., shortest path routing). This approach allows reducing the problem
size but does not strongly impact the problem complexity. SA NP-completeness has
been proven for whatever physical topology using an analytical notation based on
interval graphs [36]. It is even NP-hard in paths for four or more links [61].
In the following, we summarize the state of the art of RSA and SA problems in online
and offline dimensioning contexts.

2.3.1.1 Offline RSA

Two approximation algorithms are proposed for RSA problem in chain and ring topolo-
gies in which traffic demand routing is trivial [36]. Performance bounds of these al-
gorithms are equal to 2 + ε, and 4 + ε for chain and ring topologies respectively. For
arbitrary topology, authors propose and validate a new heuristic by extensive simula-
tions.

In [62] a heuristic algorithm that minimizes the number of required frequency slots,
number of hops or multiplication of both parameters, in addition to an ILP formula-
tion is proposed. A new ILP formulation for RSA in OFDM-based flex-grid optical
networks is proposed [37]. Such a formulation takes into account the sub-band guard
band constraint in addition to RSA constraints (i.e., spectrum continuity, spectrum
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contiguity, and non-overlapping constraints), and minimizes the total number of sub-
bands used in the whole network. They also propose two heuristic algorithms for large
problem sizes in terms of traffic demands and physical topologies.

Spectrum contiguity constraint could be skipped by the Channel Assignment (CA)
approach which considers the slot assignment as input. This reduces the optimization
space, as solutions that do not satisfy the spectrum contiguity constraint, are excluded
from the beginning of the optimization problem. A link-path and a node-link-based
formulation using CA approach have been proposed for RSA [63]. According to the
authors, such an approach can effectively solve some optimization problems, involving
the resolution of RSA, like multi-hour routing and multilayer dimensioning in flex-grid
optical networks.

An exact RSA ILP is proposed for OFDM-based optical networks [64]. In the same
work, RSA problem is divided into two sub-problems (i.e., routing and SA) each one
being optimized separately. Similarly, in [65] both sub-problems are optimized sepa-
rately using a genetic algorithm for traffic demand routing and a simulated annealing
algorithm for spectrum assignment. A baseline algorithm (i.e., first-fit policy with
shortest path routing) and a lower bound analytical method are used to validate such
a hybrid meta-heuristic.

To summarize, most of heuristics proposed in the related works consider only RSA
problem. Obviously, these heuristics cannot be used for the multilayer dimensioning as
other sub-problems should be considered as well. In Chapter 3, we propose a k-path-
based multi-period planning heuristic, that uses a 0-1 Integer Linear Programming
(0-1 ILP) formulation for transponder selection and regenerator placement optimizing
optical layer cost in flex-grid optical networks. In Chapter 4, we propose a multilayer
genetic algorithm and a MILP formulation for the multilayer dimensioning of elastic
optical networks. This MILP can also be used for flex-grid networks provided that the
spectrum occupancy is optimized after cost (multi-objective hierarchical optimization).

2.3.1.2 Online RSA

Authors of [66] study the online RSA problem, and propose a new algorithm for ring
topology with a competitive ratio of min{θ(log(dmax)), θ(log(k))} (where k is the total
number of traffic demands, and dmax is the maximum number of sub-bands assigned to
one traffic demand). They also propose an RSA online heuristic for arbitrary topology
and measure its effectiveness by extensive simulations.

Multi-hour RSA in dynamic flex-grid optical networks is extensively studied in [59].
Authors propose an ILP formulation and biased random-key genetic algorithms (variant
of genetic algorithms that encodes solution as a vector of random values) to address
such a problem.

In dynamic traffic contexts, Routing Modulation level and Spectrum Assignment
(RMSA) problem is a well-known problem. Authors of [44, 67] dissociate traffic de-
mand routing from SA, and propose two different heuristic algorithms, with modulation
format selection (i.e., datarate elasticity) for SLICE architecture [2]. Authors of [68]
propose an extension of Dijkstra’s algorithm for the same problem. This extension
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aims at finding the shortest paths, taking into account both spectrum continuity con-
straint, and relationship between datarate and required spectrum (modulation format
and channel width selection). Compared to conventional algorithms, this algorithm
reduces the blocking of traffic demands.

Authors of [69] tackle RMSA problem with traffic grooming in optical metro ring
networks. Because traffic demand routing is trivial in ring topologies, the problem
reduces to modulation format selection with SA constraints. An ILP formulation and
different algorithms are proposed and evaluated. Authors also show how to analytically
compute feasible solutions that can be used as upper bounds for the addressed problem.

A complete non-linear mathematical formulation that takes into account datarate elas-
ticity, and RSA in OFDM-based flex-grid transparent optical networks has been pro-
posed [70]. This non-linear formulation supports both flex-grid and gridless networks.
In addition, a decomposition method has been introduced in order to sequentially
solve the RSA, and modulation format selection, using two different heuristic algo-
rithms. Authors prove that their decomposition method can find the optimal solution
for the complete RSA problem provided that RSA heuristic algorithms can find optimal
solutions for the basic RSA problem.

In the literature, it is common to use a spectrum assignment policy when SA is involved
in other complicated problems. The most used spectrum policies are:

a) First-Fit: it consists in choosing always the first free slots that satisfy spectrum
assignment constraints. This policy is mostly used since it is not complicated in
time. The Last-Fit policy is a variant of this provisioning policy as it starts by
the last free slot. Generally both are considered as equivalent.

b) Smallest-Fit: it selects the smallest free block of slots. Here, the main idea is to
reduce the blocking rate of large traffic demands.

c) Exact-Fit: this policy chooses the first block of slots that exactly fits the required
number of slots. This is expected to reduce spectrum fragmentation.

d) Random-Fit: this policy randomly allocates spectrum resources. It is usually used
for benchmarking purposes.

In dynamic traffic scenarios, these policies have been evaluated using a Markov chain
model in terms of blocking probability [71]. Results show that Exact-Fit policy per-
formed well compared to the other policies. An adaptation of this Markov model
is proposed in Chapter 3, in order to evaluate some spectrum fragmentation met-
rics. A similar single-link Markov model, aiming at evaluating flex-grid performance,
is proposed in [72]. This analytical model is subsequently validated by Monte-Carlo
simulations in dynamic flex-grid optical networks.

In [61], authors show that SA is equivalent to a specific instance of the traditional
multiprocessor scheduling tasks problem. If we consider that processors represent links,
and tasks represent traffic demands, then the problem transformation is as follows: a
given task must be treated at the same time by all processors (spectrum continuity
constraint). A processor cannot interrupt a task after starting it (spectrum contiguity
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constraint). The same processor can treat at most one task at the same time (non-
overlapping constraint). Using this transformation, the conventional algorithms used
for task scheduling on multiprocessor systems, can be used to solve SA problem in
flex-grid optical networks.

In [73], authors propose a heuristic algorithm for SA problem together with regenerator
placement in translucent optical networks. Heuristic efficiency is shown through the
comparison with an ILP formulation that makes use of the CA approach proposed
in [63]. They observe that installing additional regenerators in the network can be an
effective manner to save on spectrum.

The current work does not thoroughly consider the online dimensioning, even if some
proposed tools can be used as well for that purpose. For example, a spectrum frag-
mentation metric that we propose in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.3), can be used for online
resource provisioning if integrated in whatever RSA algorithm (explained later in Sec-
tion 2.3.2.2). In addition, the multilayer tool proposed in Chapter 4 deals with the on-
line aspect for a best-effort restoration of traffic in existing free resources (Section 4.3.2
of Chapter 4).

2.3.2 Spectrum Fragmentation

Fragmentation problem already exists in other domains than optical networks. It has
been addressed, for time slot management in Synchronous Optical Networks (SONET)
protocol [74], and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems in wireless net-
works [75]. Similarly, data fragmentation in computer memory, has been studied for a
while [76]. However, the optical network context (routing, spectrum continuity, number
of slots, network size...), makes spectrum fragmentation a different problem. There-
fore, methods and algorithms that have been used to deal with fragmentation in these
domains, cannot be used to address optical spectrum fragmentation.

Spectrum fragmentation in optical networks can be viewed according to two dimen-
sions (Fig. 2.4). The first one occurs when some non-continuous free frequency slots
are created along the path (horizontal fragmentation). Such fragmentation may be
minimized by maximizing spectrum reuse (e.g., minimizing the number of used fre-
quency sots), using for example a graph coloring method [77], a heuristic [41] or, in
the worst case, installing costly wavelength converters. The second one occurs when
the free spectrum is divided into a set of blocks smaller than the traffic demand width
(vertical fragmentation). Therefore, in spite of resource availability, some traffic de-
mands can be blocked due to the lack of enough contiguous free slots. In Chapter 3,
we consider only this kind of fragmentation as it is specific to flex-grid technology and
does not concern conventional fixed grid optical networks contrary to horizontal frag-
mentation (wavelength continuity constraint). In the rest of the manuscript, spectrum
fragmentation refers to vertical fragmentation.

Several methods have been proposed to address spectrum fragmentation in flex-grid
optical networks. These methods can be classified into two categories: proactive and
reactive. Proactive methods try to avoid (minimize) spectrum fragmentation before
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Figure 2.4 — Example of horizontal and vertical spectrum fragmentation for three
6-slot links. The Links B-C and C-D are vertically fragmented and all free slots are

horizontally fragmented.

traffic demand blocking occurs, whereas reactive methods deal with spectrum fragmen-
tation after it has taken place.

The most intuitive proactive method consists in considering a fragmentation aware
RSA algorithm. It performs traffic demand routing in such a way that spectrum
fragmentation is minimized [41]. This method adds complexity to the control plane
and does not fully mitigate the issue. It can also have additional expenses if the
optimization objective is not cost reduction (e.g., spectrum use).

Spectrum defragmentation can be performed in a proactive way, for example, in a
periodical basis, or using a fragmentation threshold (fragmentation metric).

Spectrum defragmentation can also be reactively launched, upon traffic demand block-
ing. Spectrum defragmentation is however difficult to implement and it increases the
complexity in the control plane as explained in Section 2.3.2.3.

Another reactive method consists in splitting the blocked traffic demand into several
sub-demands (IM techniques) in such a way that they fit the scattered heterogeneous
blocks of slots [38, 41]. However, this method suffers from losing capacity when it
deviates from optimal solutions (e.g., superchannels). For instance, 10 × 100 Gbps
transponders require more spectrum than 1 Tbps superchannel as, in a superchannel,
guard bands are not needed between individual sub-bands.

Indeed, reactive approaches have a good knowledge of link fragmentation level as they
are used after the blocking. However, they are either difficult to apply, like spectrum
defragmentation or spectrally inefficient like IM techniques. In Chapter 3, we propose a
new proactive method that allows alleviating spectrum fragmentation taking advantage
of traffic forecast.

In the following, we review spectrum fragmentation metrics, used to identify to what
extent the spectrum is scattered. We highlight the advantages and drawbacks of each
metric and explain why more significant ones are necessary for an accurate assessment
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of spectrum fragmentation. Subsequently, we present the most relevant works that have
been focused on fragmentation aware RSA algorithms and spectrum defragmentation
mechanisms.

2.3.2.1 Fragmentation Metrics

There is still no consensus on the way to quantify fragmentation, although it is consid-
ered as a severe problem in dynamic traffic scenarios, where demands arrive and leave
randomly [12], and in incremental scenarios where they are continually growing [13].
Different metrics have been proposed to quantify the fragmentation for different pur-
poses. These metrics are used to assess the level of fragmentation of a given network
state [76]. They are also used to optimize the network dimensioning in order to im-
prove the provisioning policy if integrated in a fragmentation aware RSA algorithm [3].
Similarly, these metrics are used to calculate the threshold from which defragmentation
processes should be run [14, 78].

Spectrum fragmentation in optical network has been quantified using the internal frag-
mentation metric used in computer memory [71]. Total number of free blocks in the
link (spectrum cut) is used as fragmentation indicator in [14, 39, 78]. The consecu-
tiveness of the common free slots has been proposed and shown to be effective in [79].
The fragmentation index quantifies the degree of fragmentation as the maximum total
traffic ratio that a link can serve in a given condition to that of the optimal case in
which the spectrum is not fragmented [40]. In [13, 80], the entropy concept is used
to state the relative fragmentation increase. Let us note that in [80], the horizontal
fragmentation is also taken into account. Link and network spectrum compactness
metrics are proposed to assess spectrum fragmentation at both link and network levels
respectively [81]. The blocking ratio is still the most used indicator to evaluate Spec-
trum fragmentation. However, blocking ratio can reflect other blocking origins than
fragmentation such as the lack of resources, or the blocking that is due to spectrum
continuity constraint (horizontal fragmentation).

Nevertheless, none of these metrics consider neither the absolute spectrum loss, nor
the transponder granularities. In chapter 3, we propose a new spectrum fragmentation
metric called hereafter ABP. This metric identifies the absolutely lost frequency slots
and takes into account the transponder model. ABP is evaluated and compared with
other metrics using a Markov chain model in dynamic traffic context [82, 83].

2.3.2.2 Fragmentation aware RSA

A fragmentation aware RSA algorithm is an optimization method that consists in as-
signing paths and spectrum resources to traffic demands in order to minimize spectrum
fragmentation. The fitness function of this objective can be, for example, one of the
fragmentation metrics explained above.

In [40], four provisioning techniques are identified to allocate spectrum resources to
traffic demands requiring heterogeneous datarates. In the ”complete sharing” tech-
nique, all traffic demands are assigned resources regardless of their datarates using the
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First-Fit policy. In ”pseudo partition” technique, low datarates are allocated spectrum
using the Firs-Fit policy, and high datarates are allocated spectrum using the Last-Fit
policy. ”Dedicated partition” technique divides the spectrum into different partitions
each one being dedicated to a given datarate. Lastly, ”shared partition” technique is
a generalization of the previous technique, with the possibility for high datarates to
access low datarates partitions. Authors conclude that ”shared partition” technique al-
lows alleviating spectrum fragmentation [40]. Similar concept of spectrum sharing and
partitioning has been proposed in [84]. It has also been proposed taking into account
datarate variation in dynamic scenarios [85].

Three fragmentation aware RMSA algorithms have been proposed and compared with
both shortest path routing and balanced load routing [39]. These algorithms use as a
fragmentation metric the cuts (vertical fragmentation) and the misalignment (horizon-
tal fragmentation) that would be created if a given part of spectrum is allocated on a
given lightpath. Their algorithms perform well on two different physical topologies.

The Shannon entropy metric is applied to an RSA algorithm in two different ways [13].
In the first way, Shannon entropy is applied to each block of slots in each link of the
candidate path, before summing the quantified fragmentation on each link. The path
and the continuous block with the lowest sum is selected. The other way consists in
bitwise-OR’ing all links and then applying the Shannon metric to the resulting state
of all bitwise-OR’ed links. The first method performs better and allows unblocking up
to 10% of blocked traffic demands with respect to the classical shortest path routing
scheme. In [81] the spectrum compactness metric is implemented in a distributed
RSA algorithm, and used as a threshold from which the spectrum defragmentation is
automatically triggered.

In [86], authors propose an idea similar to the ”shared partition” technique proposed
in [40]. It takes into account requests requiring Immediate Reservation (IR) and ones
that can be known in advance requiring Advance Reservation (AR). The challenge is
to guarantee a fair provisioning for both types of requests while reducing spectrum
fragmentation. To this end, authors propose an RSA algorithm whose main idea can
be summed up into three points:

• Classify spectrum into multiple prioritized area according to the required number
of slots (i.e. transponder granularity)

• Divide each prioritized area into two sub-areas: the first is dedicated to IR requests,
and the second is shared between IR and AR.

• IR requests can exploit any possible path, while AR requests are limited to the
shortest one.

The efficiency of such a method is shown through simulation. However, results seem
to strongly depend upon traffic matrix and traffic load.

In [87] authors propose to use a 3D RSA algorithm that takes into account spectral,
temporal and spatial dimensions. With this algorithm, the blocking probability is
remarkably reduced compared to a shortest path routing algorithm with a First-Fit
provisioning policy.
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2.3.2.3 Spectrum Defragmentation

Spectrum defragmentation consists in changing the central frequencies of existing con-
nections with the aim of reducing spectrum fragmentation. Four spectrum defragmen-
tation techniques have been proposed, each one having its advantages and drawbacks.

a) Conventional defragmentation (CD): in this type of spectrum defragmenta-
tion all the existing connections are interrupted and allocated their new optimized
central frequencies [14]. This technique can be seen as a simple rerouting of traf-
fic demands with however the interruption of each connection to be moved. The
advantage of this approach is that the physical path can be changed too, which
allows better minimizing spectrum fragmentation.

b) Make-Before-Break (MBB): this technique is a particular case of conventional
defragmentation. It relies on the reservation of the spectrum required for the
connection to move, before transmitting on the new central frequency [88]. It
is a hitless (no traffic interruption) technique since the old connection is kept
working until the new one is established. This can be seen as a drawback as this
technique necessitates twice the spectrum used by each connection, and additional
transponders.

c) Push-And-Pull (PAP): it consists in shifting the spectrum towards its new cen-
tral frequency. This is possible by simply tuning the transmitter over the spec-
trum, while maintaining traffic emission. However, all intermediate frequencies
must be free at the moment of switching, and all ROADMs (on the transparent
lightpath) must be tuned accordingly. The first constraint can be quite restrictive
due to the spectrum continuity constraint. Push-And-Pull advantage compared
to Make-Before-Break is in the spectrum use, as the former does not require twice
the channel spectrum, nor additional transponders [78].

d) Hop Tuning (HT): in this technique the transmission is interrupted during a
very short interval of time, in which the connection can be moved to any desired
location with no impact on the existing connections. This interruption allows
avoiding the limitation of intermediate frequencies, and it is estimated to be below
400ns, exploiting fast tunable lasers [89]. The advantage of this technique is that
it allows moving several connections simultaneously, and it permits to make a full
defragmentation. The main inconvenient lies in the complexity in the receiver side
as the receiver should be able to track automatically the transmitter, when moving
to the spectrum target, within a short period of time [90].

Table 2.2 shows a qualitative comparison between the spectrum defragmentation tech-
niques. It is worth noting that each one of these techniques can be implemented in a
fragmentation aware RSA in either reactive or proactive way.

These techniques can be combined with the aim of reducing the total number of in-
terrupted connections. In [91], authors propose two adaptive algorithms for an effi-
cient spectrum defragmentation in dynamic flex-grid optical networks. The first al-
gorithm is based on both conventional defragmentation and Make-Before-Break tech-
nique, whereas the second algorithm makes use of both conventional defragmentation
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Defragmentation technique CD MBB PAP HT
Defragmentation time Very slow Slow Slow Fast
Traffic interruption Yes No No Yes
Additional transponder/spectrum No Yes No No
Spectrum limitation No No Yes No
Full defragmentation Yes No No Yes

Table 2.2 — Comparison of spectrum defragmentation techniques.

and Push-And-Pull techniques. Results show that combining both algorithms allows
reaching good blocking performance while reducing the number of interrupted connec-
tions. Hop Tuning and Push-And-Pull techniques are compared in terms of bandwidth
blocking probability, and average number of operations in [90]. Results indicate that
Hop Tuning defragmentation allows achieving better performances. Conventional de-
fragmentation and Push-And-Pull techniques are triggered together, using a reactive
RSA algorithm. This algorithm uses as threshold the number of recursion resulting
from the Push-And-Pull technique. Results show that a trade-off between performance
and running time can be found with variation of recursion threshold [92].

In a nutshell, spectrum fragmentation is somewhat controversial in the state of the
art. It is sometime considered as a serious problem that necessitates a quite effective
defragmentation technique [12–15]. Another point of view assumes that its impact is
negligible for some physical topologies that mostly use the same small channel width
(i.e., 3 slots) [67]. According to the authors of [93, 94], triggering spectrum defragmen-
tation dynamically is difficult to implement from a control plane point of view, and it
is avoidable in networks with moderate dynamicity [95]. In Chapter 3 we provide an
in-depth study on this matter, and propose some well-adapted strategies to the specific
incremental traffic context of operator core network.

2.3.3 Survivability in Flexible Optical Networks

Network operators have been looking for a robust and a cost effective way of designing
optical networks in order to minimize service disruptions. Many restoration architec-
tures, with different cost and performance, have been proposed. For example, upon
failure detection, IP restoration sends a failure notification to the control plane and
concerned entities and establishes physically disjoint and IP ended lightpaths within
tens of milliseconds [96]. Optical restoration (also called photonic restoration) consists
in switching traffic in the photonic layer onto a dedicated redundant lightpath using a
photonic switch instead of an electrical switch, while maintaining the use of the same
end-point equipment previously used by the failed connection [97]. It can significantly
reduce the number of deployed pieces of equipment as long as backup paths do not
require much signal regenerations, with the drawback that edge nodes remain unpro-
tected, unlike in IP restoration. Optical restoration time is also another drawback
of this architecture, as it can last several minutes leading to an ill-adapted process
regarding Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of some requests.
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Multilayer restoration is a recovery process in which both IP restoration and optical
restoration are involved. In the literature, many works have thoroughly discussed the
required interactions between both layers in a differentiated class of service context [98,
99]. Elastic transponders have been proposed for IP restoration for high priority traffic
(or gold traffic) in order to support longer backup paths, adapting datarate to the gold
traffic. In this use case, best effort traffic is either restored in the free existing resources
or dropped [100].

In [101], authors shed light on the fact that in current transport optical networks,
traffic requests are groomed in the IP layer irrespectively of their QoS requirements,
leading therefore to a blind QoS-unaware treatment in the optical layer. Consequently,
they propose a novel application-centric architecture that grooms traffic demands with
same/similar requirements, which simplifies leveraging differentiated services with re-
spect to traffic requirement. This architecture allows performing an optical restoration
for low priority traffic, and an IP protection for service disruption/latency-sensitive
requests. Authors believe that flex-grid technology is an efficient mean to overcome
spectrum overprovisioning that would occur within the fixed grid due to the new con-
straint of traffic grooming (i.e., grooming of demands with similar requirements).

Under single failure assumption, authors of [55] propose a novel shared protection archi-
tecture based on datarate elasticity and flex-grid technology. This architecture allows
different backup traffic demands to share spectrum if a) their working demands are
disjoint, and b) if these backup traffic demands share the same physical link. Datarate
elasticity herein allows managing the overlapping of the contiguous channels that are
grooming backup traffic with working traffic.

In Chapter 4, we propose a new optical restoration use case that benefits from datarate
elasticity and lowest priority traffic in a multilayer context. Compared to previous
studies, our proposed use case performs the optical restoration with elastic transponders
in a differentiated Class of Service (CoS) context, taking advantage from the slow
optical restoration time.

2.3.4 Flex-grid and Link Margins

Conventional networks were designed to maximize link capacity and transponder reach,
regardless of the actual traffic volume. This has resulted in the overdimensioning of
some optical resources increasing link margins. For example, we can cite the amplifier
power reserve (e.g., amplifier maximum power is significantly more than the optimum
required power in the design), the channel width (e.g., real spectrum width is signifi-
cantly less than the channel spacing), and the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) (e.g., real
distance is significantly less than the transponder reach).

Flex-grid technology combined with datarate elasticity, allows a good provisioning of
some of these wasted resources, and can translate their use in favour of the optimization
of some objectives like cost [102], capacity [103, 104], and energy [52].

In the literature, link margins are mostly used to increase network capacity, by using
for example, high order modulation formats or freeing spectral resources for future
use. Different strategies have been discussed with the aim of reducing link margins,
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taking benefit from datarate elasticity [105]. Power management in MLR fixed grid
optical networks has been discussed in [106]. The optimal combination of launch powers
depending on required channel datarates, is shown to lead to considerable savings
in network overall cost. Considering a load-dependent reach, the number of signal
regenerations in the network can be significantly reduced for lower-order modulation
formats thanks to power optimization [102]. Adapting the SNR to the signals and
adapting the signals to the available SNR are shown to be equivalent in terms of network
throughput with further complexity in the former approach [104]. Link margins can
also be used to significantly increase network capacity using high order modulation
formats at SNR limit [103].

In summary, researchers are already aware of the wastage of these margins, and they
have been looking for relevant use cases in order to overcome this issue. Optical layer
flexibility simplifies this task, but it does not deal with all the underlying reasons for
that wastage (e.g., optical power). In Chapter 5, we propose to use power margins
to minimize the cost of flex-grid network deployment by keeping in use power-limited
EDFA amplifiers.

2.4 Contribution Positioning and Concluding Re-

marks

In the literature, flexible optical networks are seen as the main candidate for the next
generation of transport optical networks. Their significant theoretical increase of fiber
capacity (i.e., 33%) and their capability to accommodate future high datarates requir-
ing more than 50 GHz, in addition to the relevant use cases they provide, are the main
reasons for this potential evolution. However, with the advent of optical layer flexibility
(i.e., flex-grid and datarate elasticity) several issues arise, and some questions are still
open with no credible and/or convincing responses.

Flex-grid gain in capacity being, say, the first argument that pushes network operators
to migrate their networks is not really agreed. It depends on how it is calculated:
in bps (throughput) or in Hz (freed spectrum). This is related to the fact that fiber
capacity is different from network capacity, due to RSA constraints. In the literature,
different values can be found, and they can even exceed 100% being widely far from
the theoretical gain.

We explain this exceeding by the impact of two parameters. The first one is the
transponder model, from which the theoretical gain in capacity is defined at the link
level. The second parameter is the maximum number of paths that can be used to
serve a given traffic matrix (i.e., K-path routing). This last parameter operates at
the network level, and it prevents from having a quantifiable theoretical limit for flex-
grid capacity gain as it depends on many factors: the physical topology, the way
path lengths are calculated (distance or hops), the single/multi-fiber planning, and the
optimization objective (cost or capacity).

In the current work, we aim at surrounding flex-grid gain in capacity, considering
different topologies, and opting for the next generation of WDM transponders which
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we consider to be the most probable in the coming years. We also consider a hierarchical
optimization that first minimizes cost and then spectrum occupancy, while constraining
the k-shortest path routing by realistic limits (up to five paths).

Potential savings in cost are also covered in this work, even if researchers seem to
confirm that they are rather produced in the long term. Indeed, this is due to the in-
first-day deployment of flex-grid specific equipment like ROADM and EDFA amplifiers.
Datarate elasticity also has an additional cost with respect to conventional fixed rate
transponders. Both Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are dedicated to the potential impact of
flex-grid equipment on flexibility gains in terms of cost and capacity. Specifically, a new
class of service based architecture for traffic restoration is proposed and evaluated. In
addition, a novel migration policy that takes benefit from link margins is evaluated, in
order to keep in use legacy EDFA amplifiers, and therefore minimize flex-grid additional
cost. In Chapter 5, we show the extent of this impact and propose to set per-channel
optical powers to their minimum requirements depending on the traffic volume.

Spectrum fragmentation as the main drawback of flex-grid technology is somewhat
controversial leading rise to different studies and results in the field. In Chapter 3, we
propose new relevant metrics to quantify spectrum fragmentation in an operator net-
work context. Indeed, the absolute spectrum loss induced by spectrum fragmentation
has never been quantified in the literature. Subsequently, we focus on the fragmen-
tation resulting from the non-contiguity of frequency slots as it is specific to flex-grid
technology. We propose some traffic engineering strategies to deal with spectrum frag-
mentation instead of hardly implementing some spectrum defragmentation techniques.

Regarding the methodology aspect and tools, it has to be noted that related works
are more focused on RSA problem independently from sub-problems together with
their related use cases. Therefore, the challenge is to propose comprehensive tools
that take into account, in addition to RSA, all sub-dimensioning problems (i.e., traffic
demand grooming, WDM regenerator placement, wavelength conversion capability,
transponder/IP interface selection) for flex-grid and/or datarate elasticity.

To that end, we study the dimensioning problem in two different manners. First, we
consider a hierarchical dimensioning that considers all the sub-problems above using
cascaded heuristics and MILP/Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulations. In-
deed, this approach is commonly used thanks to its lower complexity and because of
some operational constraints (explained later on in Chapter 3).

Afterwards, we move to the multilayer dimensioning that considers a joint optimization
of all sub-problems above in a joint manner. A genetic algorithm for large instances
and a MILP formulation for its validation are proposed and detailed in Chapter 4. In
the same Chapter, a mix of both approaches is used for the evaluation of much more
complicated scenarios combining both online and offline dimensioning.

To complete the dimensioning tools above, we propose a new link design method that
estimates the performance of the established connections and allows launched power
adaptation while guaranteeing acceptable performances for optical signals (Chapter 5).



CHAPTER

3 On the Evaluation of
Spectrum
Fragmentation

3.1 Introduction

I
n Flex-grid technology, the fine frequency slot together with the flexible grid allows
an adjusted tailoring of the channel width which permits to save a significant part

of spectrum resources. Nevertheless, due to filtering limits, optical channel narrower
spacing may reduce transmission performance (optical reach). Guard bands solve this
filtering issue but reduce flex-grid saved spectrum.

Superchannels [107] are an interesting solution to this problem. Actually, they offer
an ideal trade-off between spectrum saving and transmission performance. It is due to
the fact that guard bands are only required between superchannels themselves and no
longer between individual sub-channels.

However, considering both superchannels and flex-grid technology, spectrum resources
are more sensitive to spectrum fragmentation due to heterogeneous channel widths (i.e.,
transponder granularity). Thus, large traffic demands are more likely to be blocked even
with free frequency slots. Moreover, this fragmentation can create unusable isolated
slots or blocks of slots that can affect flex-grid technology benefits.

Related works often consider dynamic traffic scenarios to evaluate spectrum fragmenta-
tion and different approaches have been proposed [12, 38, 39, 41, 79]. These approaches
consist in either avoiding as much as possible spectrum fragmentation in planning pro-
cesses, splitting traffic demands or reallocating some central frequencies (spectrum
defragmentation). The blocking ratio is frequently used to demonstrate the robustness
of a given approach even if there are other origins of traffic demand blocking than
fragmentation.

We believe that spectrum fragmentation definition can be refined. To this end, we
propose a clearer definition, and we use it to identify the best suited approaches in
operator network context. We consider the fragmentation resulting from the spectrum
continuity constraint and the fragmentation resulting from the spectrum contiguity
constraint. Indeed, the latter appears with flex-grid technology and is related to op-
tical channel flexibility (optical channels can have different widths), while the former
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already exists in conventional networks and it can be completely solved using wave-
length converters. For this reason, we do not evaluate the fragmentation that is due
to spectrum continuity constraint. We then classify spectrum losses due to spectrum
fragmentation into two categories explained hereafter: absolute and relative spectrum
losses, and propose a fragmentation metric for each category. Subsequently, we com-
pare the relative fragmentation metric with others in dynamic traffic context.

We next focus on a specific operator network context in which traffic behavior is in-
cremental. In order to identify the possible relationship between superchannels and
spectrum fragmentation, a new traffic strategy that promotes superchannels is defined
and evaluated.

Conventional fixed grid networks do not face the spectrum contiguity constraint. How-
ever, the optical channel flexibility is introduced when superchannels are used with
respect to this conventional fixed grid (this is equivalent to flex-grid with a fixed 50
GHz frequency slot width). In this way, we can identify the impact of using a fine
grid on spectrum fragmentation, and dissociate it from the one due to heterogeneous
granularities (channel flexibility).

In a nutshell, we aim at evaluating to what extent spectrum fragmentation is a prob-
lem in operator network context, by identifying parameters that influence spectrum
fragmentation and deriving good practices in this specific context.

3.2 Fragmentation Metrics

Spectrum fragmentation leads to two types of spectrum loss in optical networks. The
absolute spectrum loss occurs when some free slots cannot be used whatever the re-
quired granularity is. This kind of loss can be modeled as a knapsack problem whose
objective is to optimally fill the fiber (knapsack) with used granularities (objects):
G= {G1, G2...Gm}. Free slots (places) are then completely lost and cannot be used
unless a spectrum defragmentation process is performed.
Model (3.1) allows quantifying these lost slots (LS = SB −Z ) where SB denotes the
size of the block to be evaluated, Z is the maximum number of slots that can be used
in the most favorable case, and Yi is the number of times the granularity Gi ∈ G must
be used in optimal solution.

Max Z =
∑
i

YiGi (3.1a)

Subject to Z ≤ SB (3.1b)

Yi ∈ Z+
0 (3.1c)

The second kind of spectrum loss is relative as large granularities are more likely to be
blocked than minor ones. Thus, for a given state of the fiber a relative value is needed
in order to assess the level of fragmentation. This is what some existing metrics aimed
at.
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The most used criterion to demonstrate that a given metric minimizes the fragmenta-
tion is the traffic blocking ratio between blocked demands and served demands. How-
ever, the information given by this criterion is insufficient, as traffic blocking ratio
can result from lack of resources or spectrum continuity constraint in transparent net-
works. For this reason, it is relevant to identify another criterion to quantify the
blocking caused only by spectrum fragmentation.

To compare different metrics, mathematical modeling methods are more efficient and
more accurate compared with simulation ones. A Markov chain model is proposed
in [71] to compare usual spectrum allocation policies in flex-grid network. To evaluate
metric performance, we adapt this model to identify the metric that allows the best
spectrum use and minimizes spectrum fragmentation. To this aim, we use the blocking
probability due to fragmentation as an efficient criterion for the comparison (referred
as fragmentation blocking probability).

It is difficult to build an exhaustive fragmentation metric taking into account all frag-
mentation sources while keeping a low implementation complexity compliant with a
possible implementation in a control plane. However such a metric could be used to
quantify the spectrum fragmentation level in order to eventually reduce its impact.
Nevertheless, only few metrics exist and the existing ones suffer from some limits that
we are detailing hereafter.

To compare the relevance of the different metrics applied to optical networks, we
compute their complexity defined by the number of operations, and determine a
relative value meaning mark with a number of stars from 1 to 7. This secondary
criterion shows to what extent a metric returned value is meaningful (Table 3.1).
Mark attribution is done according to whether the metric can identify the following
seven link cases or not:

(a) all slots are free (spectrum is not fragmented)

(b) all slots are used (spectrum is not fragmented: blocking caused by lack of resources)

(c) all free slots are contiguous (spectrum is not fragmented)

(d) fragmented cases that do not reduce fiber capacity (spectrum is not fragmented)

(e) all free slots are lost (spectrum is completely fragmented: absolute loss)

(f) the more the spectrum is fragmented the greater is the returned value (relative
fragmentation)

(g) non-complexity

3.2.1 External Fragmentation Metric (EF)

Fragmentation in computer memory has been intensively studied in the literature.
Although it is different from spectrum fragmentation problem, External Fragmentation
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(EF) metric can be used in the optical network context. The most common metric
consists in calculating the ratio of the largest free contiguous fragment of memory to
the free memory [76] as in Equation 3.2.

EF = 1− Largest Free Fragment

All Free Memory
(3.2)

The main limit of EF metric is that it does not take into account small fragments if
the size of the largest block does not change. Thus, it does not prevent from creating
small fragments. Furthermore, EF returned value is not always meaningful because this
metric is not able to determine if memory resources (i.e. spectrum by analogy with
optical networks) are completely fragmented or to identify the potential fragmentation
impact on fiber capacity.

Regarding the complexity, EF considers only the largest block and has a simple formula
(g). It can identify the case (c) in which all free resources are contiguous, since in
this particular case the largest block size is equal to the total free memory. EF also
gives a relative value correlated with fragmentation level that can identify the relative
fragmentation increase: case (f). However, this metric is not able to distinguish the fully
fragmented cases since it never reaches the value one. Based on these considerations
we attribute three stars to EF (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 — Characteristics of metrics

metric
Characteristics

Complexity (n1, m2) Output interval Value
meaning

EF n+ 1 [0, 1[ ***

Shannon Entropy (SE) 4n [0,+∞[ ***

ABP 4n(m− 1
4
) [0, 1] ****

3.2.2 Shannon Entropy Fragmentation Metric (SE)

In information theory, the entropy estimates the information amount contained in a
message. Based on this concept, Shannon entropy has been used in [13] as a quantita-
tive metric for spectrum fragmentation measurements.

For every free fragment f if Sf denotes the number of slots in f and S denotes the total
number of slots in a fiber, SE estimates the fragmentation value as in Equation (3.3a).

Since the number of free slots is constant in all provisioning possibilities and as S is
a constant term, equation (3.3a) can be simplified to Equation (3.3b) which returns
the same logical value when different cases are compared, and it allows reducing SE
complexity by half factor.

1number of fragments
2number of granularities
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Like EF metric, SE cannot conclude whether the spectrum is completely fragmented
or not as it does not consider the absolute loss. The only case in which SE value
makes sense is when all resources are free: in this case it returns zero (a). For instance
when all used frequency slots are contiguous (spectrum with no fragmentation), SE
value depends on the number of these frequency slots. Plus, this metric does not
differentiate the case in which spectrum fragments match the available granularities
(fiber capacity is not impacted) from the unsuitable fragmented cases. However, SE can
efficiently identify relative fragmentation and can be used for the comparison between
two fragmented cases (f). Regarding the complexity criterion, SE linearly depends on
the number of fragments like EF (g). Therefore, we mark SE value meaning with three
stars (Table 3.1).

SE =
∑
f

Sf
S
ln

(
S

Sf

)
(3.3a)

SE ′ =
∑
f

Sf ln

(
1

Sf

)
(3.3b)

3.2.3 Access Blocking Probability Metric (ABP)

We propose ABP to quantify the fragmentation. The concept of ABP is as follows:
based on the fact that blocking is strongly dependent on transponder granularities being
used, ABP calculates the ratio between the sum of the cardinalities of the granularity
set that can be used in every fragment fi and the cardinality of the granularity set
that can be used if all free slots are contiguous as in Equation (3.4).

ABP = 1−
∑n

i=1

∑m
k=1 (fi DIV Gk)∑m

j=1 (
∑n

l=1 fl) DIV Gj

(3.4)

where DIV denotes the integer division and G is the available granularity set.

ABP metric can meaningfully determine the fragmentation level. For instance, when
all fragments are smaller than the smallest granularity (spectrum is completely frag-
mented) ABP is equal to one: case (e). It is equal to zero when the spectrum is not
fragmented: cases (a) and (c) or when the fragments match the available granularities:
case (d). ABP can also be used for the comparison (relative fragmentation) as it returns
a relative value between zero and one: case (f). However, like EF metric, ABP cannot
differentiate the link case (a) from the link case (c). Based on these considerations,
this metric appears to be more relevant than the other metrics and we attribute four
stars to its value meaning (Table 3.1).

Figure 3.1 shows different values measured by each metric for four ten-frequency slot
links. Due to the fact that EF and SE do not take into account the possible granulari-
ties, they may favor situations where some granularities cannot be used. For instance,
according to these metrics in Fig. 3.1 c) spectrum is less fragmented than in Fig. 3.1 b)
whereas it is just the opposite, because in the former the two-slot block can no longer
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Figure 3.1 — Example of fragmentation measured value by each metric for four
different links (used slots in gray and free slots in white) with 3 slots, 4 slots as

possible granularities.
a) EF=0.00, SE=0.30, ABP=0.00 b) EF=0.42, SE=0.72, ABP=0.00
c) EF=0.28, SE=0.66, ABP=0.33 d) EF=0.50, SE=0.64, ABP=1.00

be used, since it is smaller than the smallest granularity (three in this example). ABP
metric has thus the advantage to deal with available granularities. As we can see in
Fig. 3.1 b) the fragmentation value is zero because this kind of fragmentation does
not affect the fiber capacity. In Fig. 3.1 d) all free resources are absolutely lost, this
information can simply be read from ABP returned value.

However, ABP formula is complex compared to other metrics since it depends on both
the number of free fragments and the number of possible granularities as shown in
Table 3.1.

In the previous sections, we have introduced fragmentation metrics and have made a
global comparison. General results indicate that ABP is more meaningful than the
others but more complex. We expect that the impact of the added complexity will
be acceptable, seeing that it depends on the number of transponder type in the stock.
However, our metric assumes that the use of all transponders is equiprobable. If not,
weighting the granularities would improve the significance of relative fragmentation
values.

In the following, we perform an accurate comparison of the metrics above, in terms of
fragmentation blocking probability and spectrum use in dynamic traffic scenario.

3.2.4 Single Link Modeling

In order to properly model the system, the analytical model is chosen to be independent
from all metrics. It has also to consider the blocking caused by spectrum fragmentation
only, when it calculates the blocking probability as mentioned above.

We adapt the model proposed in [71] using a Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC)
to compare the different metrics. CTMC is a stochastic memoryless approach (the
transition from one state to another depends only on the current state and not on the
previous states) with a limited state sequence, in which the holding time follows an
exponential distribution.
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Table 3.2 — Demand types

Granularity (slots4) Datarate (Gbps)

1 10

2 40

3 100

4 200

As mentioned earlier, we are only interested in the vertical spectrum fragmentation
caused by flex-grid technology. Thus, the system can be well and truly represented by
one fiber and its frequency slots [72]3. All possible instantaneous fiber states (instan-
taneous spectrum occupancy) represent the CTMC state space St.

Considering a dynamic provisioning scenario, different demand types in Table 3.2, are
following a Poisson distribution with a homogeneous arrival rate λ and an exponential
holding time 1/µ. The load of the system is therefore λ/µ.

Every metric has its own CTMC depending on whether the transition between states
is possible or not, and therefore, there is a different steady-state vector (π) for every
metric.

In order to illustrate the model, we show the state diagram for a three-slot fiber (number
of slots per fiber SL=3) and we consider only one possible granularity assumed equal
1 slot (Fig. 3.2). In this particular case, the state diagram is the same for all metrics.

Since demand departure is independent from the metrics, the network dynamic be-
haviour can be considered as the most important parameter leading to spectrum frag-
mentation in the investigated system. If the dynamic feature was not allowed, most of
the transitions to fragmented states would have been canceled.

From the state diagram, the so-called transition rate matrix (Q) can be easily found
(Table 3.3). The maximum number of states in the diagram is 2SL−1. The diagonal of
the matrix Q must be filled in such a way that the sum in each row is equal to zero.

Once the Q matrix is constructed, the linear system (3.5) has to be solved. Equa-
tion (3.5a) is obtained based on the stationary distribution property when time tends
to infinity (t→∞). Equation (3.5b) constrains the set of possible solutions for Equa-
tion (3.5a), because the sum of all steady-state probabilities must be equal to one.

πQ = 0 (3.5a)∑
i∈St

πi = 1 (3.5b)

3In the case of a real network, the metrics can be applied on all the paths by calculating the sum
of fragmentation values corresponding to different links

4These demands types are only used with the dynamic provisioning scenario and not in incremental
scenario.
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Figure 3.2 — Example of diagram state for a three-slot fiber and 1-slot granularity.
A used (free) slot is in gray (respectively white). Transition from one state to another
is represented by a directed arrow with an arrival or a service rate depending on the
event: arrival or departure. In this particular case, all metrics have this diagram state

in common.

where π(π0, π1...π2SL−1) is the steady-state vector for the matrix Q (πi is the probability
that the system is in state i ∈ St).

To distinguish the blocking states that are due to resource lack from the ones due to
fragmentation, the blocking probability P i

g for different demand types Gg ∈ G in the
state i ∈ St can be calculated as in Equation (3.6). This equation only considers the
blocking if there are free resources. For instance, in Fig. 3.2 there is no blocking caused
by spectrum fragmentation for the granularity (Gg = 1). The only blocking is caused
by resource lack when all slots are used.

P i
g =

 1 If ((Gg ≤
∑
l

fl) and (Gg > largest(fl))

0 Otherwise

(3.6)

The total blocking probability in the system for a demand type Gg ∈ G equals the
sum of the probabilities corresponding to states in which this demand type is blocked
because of spectrum fragmentation: Equation (3.7). In other words, Pg is the time
fraction during which the system is in states where the granularity Gg cannot be used
because of spectrum fragmentation. Note that Pg cannot be equal to one, even if
the granularity Gg is greater than the maximum number of possible slots in the fiber,
simply because Pg concerns only the blocking due to fragmentation.

The sum of blocking probabilities for every demand type (Gg ∈ G) is denoted P . This
sum is used in the following as an efficient criterion correlated with the blocking in the

5For simplicity the state identifier in Fig. 3.2 is converted from binary to decimal,
for example, the state in which all slots are used (111) is called here 7.
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Table 3.3 — Transition rate matrix

States5 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 −λ 0 0 0 λ 0 0 0

1 µ −λ− µ 0 0 0 λ 0 0

2 µ 0 −λ− µ 0 0 0 λ 0

3 0 µ µ −λ− 2µ 0 0 0 λ

4 µ 0 0 0 −λ− µ 0 λ 0

5 0 µ 0 0 µ −λ− 2µ 0 λ

6 0 0 µ 0 µ 0 −λ− 2µ λ

7 0 0 0 µ 0 µ µ −3µ

whole system as in Equation (3.8): the fragmentation blocking probability.

Pg =
∑
i∈St

P i
gπi (3.7)

P =
∑
Gg∈G

Pg (3.8)

Based on the same steady-state vector, Equation (3.9) calculates the average through-
put (Th) in the whole system for a given metric, where nig, bg, µg denote respectively
the number of current demands in state i ∈ St, the datarate and the service rate corre-
sponding to the demand granularity Gg ∈ G. nig is calculated based on the maximum
capacity, the current state can sustain.

Th =
∑
Gg∈G

∑
i∈St

nigbgµgπi (3.9)

3.2.5 Comparison Results

Since the size of the state space St is exponentially proportional to the number of slots
by fiber (SL), numerical results have been obtained for a ten-slot fiber only. However,
these results can be generalized for larger instances.

In order to demonstrate the interest of using metrics instead of an allocation policy for
spectrum provisioning, we compare the widely used First-Fit (FF) conventional allo-
cation policy with the three metrics (EF, SE, and ABP). This policy always allocates
the first free slots to demands upon their arrival.

In Fig. 3.3, we compute the blocking probability in the whole system for FF, EF, SE
and ABP versus the system load. ABP metric is the best one in terms of blocking prob-
ability whatever the traffic load value. This is mainly due to the fact that ABP metric
deals with available granularities and tries to avoid situations where these granularities
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are blocked. As expected, in comparison with FF policy, the three metrics significantly
reduce the blocking probability. This confirms the necessity to apply a more efficient
provisioning strategy in order to reduce the spectrum fragmentation, instead of the
ones commonly used in conventional optical transport networks. This is typically true
when the network is highly loaded (the blocking probability of FF exceeds 30%), and
thus when fragmentation is the most probable.

Figure 3.4 shows the theoretical average throughput, the system can reach. The
throughput is a relevant performance criterion because it is strongly affected by spec-
trum fragmentation: when the number of free and contiguous frequency slots increases
in the system, its theoretical capacity increases too. In Fig. 3.4 the average through-
put is decreasing with the load increase. In other words, when the load increases, the
system remains longer in states where the free spectrum is either fragmented or null.
Reversely, when there is no demand in the system, the theoretical average throughput
is maximum: all resources can be used.

ABP metric is again the most efficient metric in terms of average throughput, but the
curves in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 have rather different behaviors. As described above, the
average throughput is directly derived from the steady-state vector (Equation (3.8)).
It is then influenced at the same time by the spectrum fragmentation and the lack
of resources. It explains the observed difference between the curves in Fig. 3.3 and
Fig. 3.4. Indeed, in Fig. 3.4, the gap between FF and the other curves is smaller than
the gap in Fig. 3.3 and it is wider between EF and SE.

Since FF policy creates more fragments in the spectrum (Fig. 3.3), it rejects more
demands than the metrics do, and consequently it is less blocked due to resource lack.
It allows FF to improve its behavior in comparison with the results observed in Fig. 3.3.
For the same reason, the difference between results from SE and EF metrics is more
noticeable.

In conclusion, the gaps between the different curves from Fig. 3.4 are explained by the
ability of the different schemes (FF policy or ABP, SE and EF metrics) to remain more
or less time in states where the free spectrum is fragmented.

In Fig. 3.5, different metrics are compared in terms of probability to be in the state
where there is no free slot (all resources are used). It is an interesting parameter
because it reflects the blocking ratio: the more a metric rejects demands (because of
fragmentation), the less it is in this state. Fig. 3.5 shows that all curves (case in which
all slots are used) are growing with the load increase, as expected, with an advantage
of ABP metric to be more efficient in terms of spectrum use.

Please note that fragmentation impact will be more important for real instances, be-
cause the number of cases where blocking is related to fragmentation (not to resource
lack) is proportional to the number of slots in the fiber. Note also that comparison re-
sults (Fig. 3.3, Fig. 3.4, Fig. 3.5) are valid in low traffic load scenarios but they cannot
be represented on the same scale as the high load results. In low link load scenarios,
spectrum fragmentation has no significant impact. This point will be discussed later
on when the relationship between link load and spectrum fragmentation is tackled.

So far, fragmentation metrics are compared with a FF provisioning policy in dynamic
traffic scenario. Results show the interest of using a fragmentation metric instead of a
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Figure 3.3 — System blocking probability versus system load for ABP (Access
Blocking Probability), SE (Shannon Entropy Fragmentation), EF (External Frag-

mentation) metrics and FF (First-Fit) provisioning strategy.

Figure 3.4 — Average throughput percentage in the maximum achievable through-
put for different metrics: ABP (Access Blocking Probability), SE (Shannon Entropy
Fragmentation), EF (External Fragmentation) and FF (First-Fit) provisioning policy

versus the load.
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Figure 3.5 — Probability of being in the state where all slots are used for different
metrics: ABP (Access Blocking Probability), SE (Shannon Entropy Fragmentation),
EF (External Fragmentation) and FF (First-Fit) provisioning policy versus the load.

simple provisioning. Compared to other metrics, ABP reduces the total blocking prob-
ability in the system, improves the average throughput and leads to a good spectrum
use.

In the following, ABP is used to evaluate spectrum fragmentation and not to avoid it.
In this way, spectrum fragmentation is evaluated in real circumstances corresponding
to today’s way of operating optical networks.

3.3 Operator Network Context

In operator core networks, the traffic behavior is less fluctuating and, usually, de-
mands do not disappear like in dynamic traffic scenarios. Besides that, the spectrum
resource assignment follows a FF provisioning policy and there are some operational
constraints that might make spectrum fragmentation behavior different. The following
study aims at quantifying this behavior. Unlike the previous section that provided a
generic mathematical evaluation of the fragmentation metrics, in this section, we use
simulation tools and finely model the operator optical network. Notably, we consider
requirements and characteristics of today’s commercial products for the optical layer
to model transponders, ROADMs and to estimate transmission reach.

The traffic follows an incremental growth to reproduce successive discrete intervals of
time (period) set to 12 months. The maximum number of periods, the network can
sustain before the first blocking occurs, is considered using the different grid scenarios
and traffic strategies detailed below. Traffic growth is assumed to be exponential with
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an annual growth rate α = 35%. Equation (3.10) calculates the traffic demand DPi
at the period i + 1 as a function of the same initial traffic demand (DP0) in the first
period.

DPi = α× (1 + α)i−1 ×DP0 (3.10)

The network dimensioning is performed respecting the following operational con-
straints:

• Demand blocking is not allowed. When demands can no longer be served, the
current period is not taken into account.

• When a traffic demand grows, the additional part can be split and served by other
transponders if the already installed resources are completely used.

• When several transponders are selected to serve the same traffic demand, the
corresponding physical path must be the same.

• The same logical topology is used for each period.

• Assigned demands of previous periods are kept unchanged.

3.3.1 Transponder Model

An uncompensated Orange core network scenario deployed with 100 Gbps and beyond
is considered. More specifically, several possible transponders and superchannel types
to allow different datarate generation: 100, 200, 400 and 1Tbps are used as shown in
table 3.4. We filled this table based on the references [108] and [109] as detailed below.

The granularity represents the 12.5 GHz frequency slot number that the transponders
occupy. The maximum transmission reach is determined for each channel or super-
channel using the Gaussian noise model proposed in [109]. The optical transmission
link is composed of 100 km span lengths of single mode fiber (span loss = 22dB) with
EDFA amplifiers having a Noise Figure of 6 dB. All transponders and superchannels
use a Soft Decision Forward Error Correction (SDFEC).

The filtering penalty from transit through ROADMs is modeled by an additional SNR
penalty, considering the presence of a ROADM after every 3 spans. This penalty is
calculated using the following assumptions: a ROADM penalty of 0.05 dB is allocated
for 32 Gbaud transponders, occupying 4 frequency slots, 0.64 dB [108] for 32 Gbaud
transponders occupying 3 slots and 0.05 dB for the 16 Gbaud transponder. The indi-
vidual channels of superchannels do not suffer from filtering penalties since the demul-
tiplexing of superchannels into individual sub-channels is not possible in intermediate
nodes.

Filtering penalties are only considered at the edges of superchannels. By considering
the spectrum guard band on each superchannel side equivalent to the one we have on
the 32 Gbaud transponders occupying 4 frequency slots, we have considered 0.05 dB
SNR penalty per ROADM for the superchannels too.
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Table 3.4 — Characteristics of transponders

Datarate(Gbps) Modulation format Baudrate (Gbaud) Granularity (slot) Reach (km) Cost (a. u.)

S
in

gle
ch

an
n

el

100 16QAM SDFEC 16 3 400 0.7

100 16QAM SDFEC 16 4 400 0.7

100 QPSK SDFEC 32 3 1400 1

100 QPSK SDFEC 32 4 2100 1

200 16QAM SDFEC 32 3 300 1

200 16QAM SDFEC 32 4 400 1

S
u

p
erch

an
n

el

200 2×QPSK SDFEC 2× 32 7 1900 2

400 2×16QAM SDFEC 2× 32 7 400 2

400 4×QPSK SDFEC 4× 32 13 1900 4

1000 5×16QAM SDFEC 5× 32 16 400 5

1000 10×QPSK SDFEC 10× 32 31 1900 10

1000 10×QPSK SDFEC 10× 32 32 1900 10

The cost model is based on the reference cost fixed at 1 for the 100 Gbps QPSK regard-
less of the allocated slot number. The cost of a superchannel is calculated summing its
individual sub-channel costs. Consequently, the cost of a partially equipped superchan-
nel is calculated based on the cost of sub-channels that are really used (even if the total
number of slots of the entire superchannel is reserved to a single source-destination).
Superchannels based on photonic integration components, which are supposed to re-
duce superchannel overall cost, are not considered in this study.

3.3.2 Traffic Strategies

To highlight traffic growth anticipation impact on both flex-grid technology benefits
and spectrum fragmentation issue, the following traffic strategies are compared:

• Best Fit strategy (BF): this strategy chooses the set of transponders that exactly
fit the required datarate. For instance, this strategy selects either three 100 Gbps
transponders or one 100 Gbps and one 200 Gbps to serve a 300 Gbps traffic
demand. The choice is depending on the objective function and available paths.

• Over-Dimensioning strategy (OD): this strategy oversizes the required capacity
when it does not fit 100 Gbps, 200 Gbps, 400 Gbps, nor 1 Tbps solution. For
instance this strategy selects a 400 Gbps solution for a 300 Gbps traffic demand.
In this way, superchannels interest and potential traffic anticipation benefits are
combined. Future traffic demands can then be assigned the additional unused
capacity respecting the rules detailed above.
Note that unused transponders are not considered in the cost calculation even if
the spectrum is reserved for them.
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3.3.3 Grid Scenarios

Combined with previous traffic strategies (BF and OD), we compare the following grid
scenarios to identify the impact of channel spacing and grid flexibility on both spectrum
fragmentation level and flex-grid technology gained capacity:

• Fixed Grid without superchannels (FG): this scenario allows only the four-slot
based transponders and will be used as a reference for other scenarios. When the
FF provisioning policy is used, FG scenario does not create unsable blocks.

• Fixed Grid with SuperChannels (FGSC): to be compliant with the traditional fixed
grid and to take advantage of superchannel solutions, scenario all superchannels
that occupy a multiple of four slots are allowed in FGSC.

• FleX-grid (FX): this scenario allows using all type of transponders granularities
without any restriction. In this way, the spectrum efficiency is improved compared
to previous scenarios (FG and FGSC). However, FX scenario is more subjected to
spectrum fragmentation.

3.3.4 RSA Algorithm

The RSA problem np-hardness has been proven whatever the network topology is [37].
To solve RSA problem, we use a k-shortest path routing algorithm that uses a FF
provisioning policy and calls the model (3.11) to optimally select transponders and
place regenerators (Algorithm 1). Each traffic demand D is then served on the first
possible shortest path selecting the set of transponders that optimizes in a hierarchical
way both cost and spectrum usage. Wavelength regeneration process must respect
the constraint that all regenerators can only be placed in an existing node and not
anywhere else on the link.

Min
∑
i

∑
p

∑
k

XipkCi + ε
∑
i

∑
k

XikSi (3.11a)

Subject to
∑
i

∑
p

∑
k

XipkUpeDi = D ∀e ∈ E (3.11b)∑
p

XipkUpe = Xik ∀i ∈ I,∀k ∈ Ki,∀e ∈ E (3.11c)

LpXipk ≤ Ri ∀i ∈ I,∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ Ki (3.11d)

Xik, Xipk ∈ {0, 1} (3.11e)

Model (3.11): Equation (3.11a) is the objective function minimizing the cost. When
several solutions have the same cost, it minimizes the spectrum occupancy (ε is a small
coefficient that weights this second objective). Equations (3.11b) ensure the total traffic
of every link of the path PA is equal to D. Equations (3.11c) ensure that all sub-paths
which are used by a transponder of type i have no shared link. Inequalities (3.11d)
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Table 3.5 — Data and variables
Data

PA(E, P) A path PA where E is the set of links e and P is the set of all possible sub-paths p

I Set of transponder types (Table 3.4)

D Demand size (Gbps)

Di Datarate of transponder type i (Gbps)

Si Number of slots that a transponder of type i occupies

Ki

Ki =
⌊
D
Di

⌋
indicates the maximum number of transponders of type i that can be used

to serve D, {1, 2, ...Ki} is the set of what is called here lines

Lp Length of sub-path p (km)

Ri Reach of transponder of type i (km)

Ci Cost of transponder of type i (a.u.)

Upe Equal to 1 if the sub-path p passes through the link e ; 0 otherwise

Variables

Xik Equal to 1 if the transponder of type i is used on the line k, 0 otherwise

Xipk Equal to 1 if the sub-path p is used by the transponder of type i on the line k, 0 otherwise

Table 3.6 — Network topology

Number of links 42

Number of nodes 32

Link length (km)
Min 10

Mean 280

Max 930

mean that the length of a sub-path p must be less than the reach of corresponding used
transponders. Finally, equations (3.11e) specify variable types (variables and data are
explained in Table 3.5).

3.3.5 Numerical Results

Simulations are performed on a 32-node and 42-link typical transcontinental European
backbone topology (Table 3.6). At most three 360-slots-fiber pairs by link can be
deployed. The logical topology is chosen according to the following assumptions.

Independently of the physical topology, Fig. 3.6 shows the granularities of selected
transponders for each couple (demand, distance) when FGSC scenario is enabled. Most
importantly, it shows that when the traffic volume is less than 1 Tbps FGSC scenario
is equivalent to FG scenario (no saved spectrum) whatever the logical topology is and
therefore the spectrum will not be fragmented.

For FX scenario, the three-slot granularity widely dominates the optimal choice when
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Algorithm 1 RSA algorithm

Require: number path > 0, number slots > 0
sort demands decreasing way
dimensioning ← true
period← 0
while (dimensioning = true) do
demands← new demands
for d in demands do
served← false
k ← 0
while ((served = false) and (k < number path)) do
k ← k + 1
sl← 0
while ((served = false) and (sl < number slots)) do
sl← sl + 1
Model 3.11 (PA(k), d)
if ((served = false) and (sl = number slots) and (k = number path))
then
stop dimensoning

end if
end while

end while
period← period+ 1

end for
end while

the path length is less than6 1400 km (see Fig. 3.7). This means that the spectrum
gained capacity in this interval is closer to flex-grid technology theoretical gain. Sim-
ilarly, the fragmented spectrum should be small because of the three-slot granularity
dominance. Thus, we conclude that the diversity of spectrum slot occupancy that leads
to spectrum fragmentation strongly depends on the logical topology.

Since it is more likely to have high spectrum fragmentation when different granularities
are used, we can estimate that favoring a logical topology in this way should lead to
the worst case of spectrum fragmentation. We, thus, choose a logical topology in such
a way that path lengths are mostly outside that interval.

Simulation results are averaged over thirty initial traffic matrices (set of DP0) normal-
ized to 6 Tbps and randomly drawn according to the logical topology. For each com-
bination [strategy scenario], simulation tool computes network cost, gained spectrum,
relative spectrum loss (using ABP), and absolute spectrum loss (using the model (3.1)).

Thanks to the used strategy to calculate superchannel cost with OD, there is no sig-
nificant difference between both strategies for a given scenario. After the first period,
the additional cost percentage oscillates around 0% because of the interplay between
overdimensioning cost and traffic anticipation benefits. Therefore, OD can be consid-

6Maximum reach of three-slot transponders
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Figure 3.6 — Variation of used granularities in terms of traffic volume and required
reach for FGSC scenario.

Figure 3.7 — Variation of used granularities in terms of traffic volume and required
reach for FX scenario.
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ered as expensive as BF (not illustrated in a figure).

Figure 3.8 shows the percentage of saved spectrum for different combinations between
scenarios and strategies with respect to the reference best fitted conventional fixed grid
scenario (BF FG). As expected, both FX and FGSC scenarios allow saving the spectrum
with more advantage for the former. This gain is due to the fact that four-slot based
transponders are replaced either by superchannels (for both scenarios) or by three-slot
based transponders (for FX scenario). Besides, the traffic growth anticipation strategy
OD is more efficient with FGSC scenario7. This is because there are more possibilities
(in terms of transponder diversity) when FX scenario is used with BF strategy. In
this particular case, OD moves from a near optimal choice to an optimal choice which
limits its gain.
Remarkably, BF FGSC had to wait until the sixth period before saving the spectrum
as the reference FG is equivalent to FGSC when traffic volume is less than 1 Tbps
(shown in Fig. 3.6). In other words, in FGSC scenario, superchannels are only used
when traffic volume attains 1 Tbps which impacts the saved spectrum.

Actually, the k-shortest path routing penalizes the most the FG scenario, since this
scenario occupies more spectrum resources, and therefore it earlier starts using longer
paths. In spite of that, the gained capacity is still about 13% (flex-grid theoretical gain
is equal to 25%) for FX scenario when traffic growth is not anticipated. We explain
this by observing that four-slot based transponders are often selected according to
the chosen logical topology (earlier discussed in Fig. 3.7). Indeed, three-slot based
transponders that allow to attain the theoretical gain, do not necessary correspond to
optimal solutions (combining cost and spectrum as in Equation (3.11a)) due to their
limited reaches.

Figure 3.9 shows the relative fragmentation measured by ABP metric in the best fitted
FX scenario versus FGSC scenario when superchannels are favored through overdimen-
sioning8. Due to the flexibility introduced by superchannels and due to the significant
differences between possible granularities (e.g., 4, 16, 32), the relative fragmentation
exists in FGSC scenario and it is comparable to the one in FX. Another reason is the
correlation between network load and spectrum fragmentation (shown later). In fact,
in spite of having the same amount of traffic in both cases, the network link load is not
the same due to the different scenarios.

However, a part of the saved spectrum (Fig. 3.8) may not be usable because of het-
erogeneous blocks of slots that have been created. In order to evaluate this loss, we
compute the number of unusable slots as defined in Section 3.2.
Fig. 3.10 illustrates the percentage of unusable slots in the saved spectrum for dif-
ferent combinations between scenarios and strategies. As expected, FGSC scenario
does not lose the spectrum since in the worst case (i.e., four-slot based transponders)
can unblock the situation. In the FX scenario, traffic growth anticipation through
overdimensioning reduces this loss by half in the last period.

Note that the only way to recover this loss is by spectrum defragmentation. However,

7The gap between OD FGSC and BF FGSC is greater than the one between BF FX and OD FX
8OD FGSC and BF FX are compared in terms of spectrum fragmentation since they are comparable

in terms of saved spectrum.
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Figure 3.8 — Saved spectrum slots for different scenarios/strategies with respect
to conventional FG scenario using a 95% confidence interval.

this may not appear relevant, because the loss is very small: in BF FX case this loss is
still less than 6% out of 13% (i.e. < 1% of saved spectrum). Furthermore, this small
loss means that when some demands are blocked, switching to less large granularities
would often unblock the blocked bandwidth.

Another advantage of traffic growth anticipation represented by OD strategy is its
impact on relative fragmentation (Fig. 3.11). Relative fragmentation level is reduced
on every fiber in the network. This is due to superchannels that are more likely to
be chosen when traffic is anticipated. Indeed, superchannels impose the contiguity of
its sub-channels that leads to the free spectrum contiguity and then reduces spectrum
fragmentation. This should not be confused with the case in which superchannels are
an origin of fragmentation. More clearly, large granularities are more subjected to the
blocking due to spectrum fragmentation. However, once considered, favoring them (as
OD strategy does) leads to less fragmented spectrum.

For best fitted FX scenario, Fig. 3.12 shows the strong relationship between relative
fragmentation and link occupancy in the last period represented by a high correlation
coefficient equal to 0.93. Since OD strategy reduces link occupancy (because it saves
the spectrum), this strong relationship is then another reason for which traffic growth
anticipation reduces spectrum fragmentation. In addition, this strong relationship
means that load balancing between links will make spectrum fragmentation lower.

Traffic growth anticipation is then a successful strategy to save the spectrum and to
reduce both absolute and relative losses caused by spectrum fragmentation. However,
when significant errors are considered in the growth anticipation approach, these ben-
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Figure 3.9 — Relative fragmentation in FGSC when traffic growth is anticipated
versus BF FX (last period). Fibers are ordered according to FGSC values.

Figure 3.10 — Percentage of unusable saved spectrum in the saved spectrum shown
in Fig. 3.8 for different scenarios/strategies using a 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 3.11 — Traffic anticipation impact on relative fragmentation in FX scenario
(last period). Fibers are ordered according to BF values.

Figure 3.12 — Correlation between relative fragmentation and link occupancy in
FX scenario (last period).
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efits could be reduced. Similarly, some simple approaches like load balancing and the
use of minor granularities are expected to reduce the residual fragmentation.

3.4 Traffic Forecast Impact on Fragmentation

While the traffic engineering is defined as ”to put the traffic where the bandwidth
is”, network planning through traffic forecasts consists to ”put the bandwidth where
the traffic is forecasted to be” [110]. In this way, some optimization processes can
be performed in advance and traffic dynamicity causing spectrum fragmentation can
be kept down. However, since a perfect knowledge of future traffic is not possible,
the uncertainty in traffic forecast represents a major issue [110]. Indeed, when the
uncertainty in traffic forecast is introduced in the network planning, a trade-off between
the robustness and the overdimensioning cost is required.

In conventional core optical networks, traffic behavior is less fluctuating and it con-
tinually grows in an incremental way. Therefore, an incremental model, in which only
discrete intervals (periods of time) are considered, is more appropriate. In incremen-
tal traffic scenarios, a new traffic matrix is computed at the beginning of each period
and possible errors in the traffic forecast are taken into account. For short periods
(6-12 months) the impact of these errors can be mitigated using, for example, traffic
rerouting strategies.

We model the uncertainty in the traffic forecast as a random additional variable (ran-
domly drawn for every new demand) not exceeding a tunable uncertainty level β added
to the predefined annual growth rate α. Furthermore, considering the fact that spec-
trum fragmentation is strongly dependent on link occupancy [82, 83], we evaluate the
worst case where the optical network is under-dimensioned (β ≥ 0).

In addition to FG and FX scenarios defined in Section 3.3.3, we evaluate the following
scenario:

• Forecast FleX-grid (F-FX): it is an all-period forecasting flex-grid strategy that
anticipates traffic growth and serves all traffic demands in one period. When un-
certainty is considered (β 6= 0), an additional volume of traffic must be considered
at the end of the dimensioning.

Note that traffic forecast is equivalent to an active defragmentation process with
adaptive rerouting and it does not have the operational constraint above since
traffic forecast is an all-period strategy.

3.4.1 Numerical Results

Figure 3.13 gives statistics about used transponders (superchannels) for both FX (in
the last period) and F-FX scenarios. Transponders are represented in the form of
datarate granularity reach. The first two sets are respectively three-slot and four-slot
based transponders; the latter set items are all superchannels. By forecasting, the
number of four-slot-based transponders is remarkably reduced and new superchannels
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Figure 3.13 — Number of used transponders for both FX (in the last period) and
F-FX scenarios.

appear which impacts both the cost and the spectrum use. This is due to the fact
that when current and future demands are jointly served, a part of spectrum is saved
thanks to superchannel solutions.

For different forecast period durations and different traffic volumes, Fig. 3.14 shows
the evolution of saved spectrum percentage compared to conventional FG provisioning.
Using a 95% confidence interval, the spectrum gain does not exceed 15% for FX scenario
as significant parts of optimally selected transponders are four-slot based solutions
(shown in Fig. 3.13). Accordingly, traffic forecast permits to improve this gain using
additional superchannels solutions, which are a trade-off between reach and spectrum
occupancy, without any impact on the overall cost. That is why F-FX scenario is
considered at most as expensive as FX scenario.

Figure 3.15 presents the spectrum fragmentation level after six years for different sce-
narios using ABP metric. Considering an exact forecast, spectrum fragmentation issue
is almost solved (ABP is around 5%). The residual fragmentation is unavoidable be-
cause of spectrum continuity constraint and then it can be solved with only wavelength
converters (not considered here).

Moreover, if we consider 10% of uncertainty on the yearly traffic growth rate, results
in Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16 show that spectrum fragmentation remains limited and does
not reach the values of flex-grid incremental scenario. This allows to go on getting
benefit from superchannel solutions that are more subjected to bandwidth blocking.

Note that 10% of uncertainty is considered significant in core networks compared to
the growth rate α and it gives rise to large absolute uncertainty due to exponential
growth.

Indeed, serving jointly an important traffic volume is always better in terms of the
contiguity of used spectrum and then its fragmentation.
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Figure 3.14 — Percentage of saved spectrum for both F-FX and FX scenarios
compared to conventional FG provisioning.

Figure 3.15 — Link fragmentation level at the last period for the different scenarios.
Links are ordered using ABP values of F-FX scenario with uncertainty.

Figure 3.16 — Number of links whose fragmentation exceeds certain value of ABP
for the different scenarios in the last period.
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3.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we evaluated spectrum fragmentation issue in both dynamic and
incremental traffic scenarios and proposed some simple approaches to face this problem
in the context of operator network.

In dynamic traffic scenario, several fragmentation metrics are compared using a Markov
modeling approach. Numerical results show the efficiency of using a fragmentation
metric instead of a traditional allocation policy like the First-Fit (FF) provisioning.

Shannon Entropy based metric (SE) and External Fragmentation metric (EF) already
offer good performances. However none of them consider transponder granularity and
both of them are more interested in leaving large free blocks even if inconvenient blocks
of slots are simultaneously created. We have proposed Access Blocking Probability
(ABP) and demonstrated that it performs well compared to other metrics. This is
because it takes into account possible transponders and avoids creating spectrum blocks
that do not match their granularities.

Despite the advantages of these metrics to evaluate and/or reduce fragmentation, they
add more complexity to the control plane and may be difficult to apply in highly
dynamic large networks due to large computation time.

In incremental traffic scenario, we evaluated spectrum fragmentation in the context
of operator network. We have shown that fragmentation is not only due to the traf-
fic behavior, but also strongly dependent on the granularity diversity, on the logical
topology, and on the network load.

Numerical results indicate that spectrum fragmentation is a real effect but does not
compromise flex-grid technology benefits in incremental traffic scenarios.

Specifically, as the absolute loss is negligible and seeing that the higher values of relative
fragmentation correspond to links close to full capacity, we conclude that periodical
defragmentation processes are not needed in the context of operator network.

Instead, spectrum fragmentation can be better addressed during network planning
phase. For example, using a specific fragmentation metric for resource provisioning,
balancing traffic between links, switching to minor granularities when the blocking
occurs, and/or forecasting traffic would be good strategies to address such a problem.

Indeed, traffic forecast is a successful active, hitless and costless strategy that allows to
spare spectrum and avoid spectrum fragmentation. Simulations reveal that even with
10% of forecast uncertainty on traffic growth rate, spectrum fragmentation remains
lower compared to the FX scenario.

However, these results did not consider the eventual change in the logical topology
(some traffic demands may appear or vanish), during the network life. This case is
expected to be seldom in core optical networks.



CHAPTER

4 On the Interest of
Multilayer Restoration
in Elastic Optical
Networks

4.1 Introduction

D
isponibility and resilience of operator networks are a challenging issue over time.
Operators must provide an acceptable level of resource availability with the min-

imum expenses. Based on this constraint, different network architectures have been
proposed with their different drawbacks and advantages as explained in Chapter 2.

In this chapter, we study another aspect of optical layer flexibility which is datarate
elasticity. Unlike in Chapter 3, we do not consider the flexible grid herein, and assume
datarate elasticity within the conventional fixed grid.

We propose and investigate a new multilayer network architecture for traffic restoration
in IP over WDM optical networks. Our solution takes benefit from both datarate
elasticity and low QoS requirements of best effort traffic.

We propose to use 1+1 IP protection scheme for only gold traffic by doubling its
resources on two disjoint physical paths. Then, best effort traffic is restored as much
as possible in the existing free resources (free capacity).

The remaining non-recovered best effort traffic is later restored, performing optical
restoration with elastic transponders on lower datarates (e.g., longer reaches assuming
modulation format adaptation). In other words, since gold traffic corresponding to the
failed connection is already protected assuming single failure resiliency1, its resources
can be freed and used to improve the reach of transponders by switching to lower
datarates. This improvement should allow the established connections to support the
longer lengths of backup paths with no need for costly WDM regenerators.

Our architecture is expected to reduce network overall cost taking advantage from
optical restoration which allows using the same equipment (e.g., transponders and IP
interfaces) for both initial and backup traffic. It takes advantage as well from datarate
elasticity to reduce WDM regenerator count as explained above.

1It means that two failures or more cannot occur at the same time.
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The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In MLR and elastic optical
networks, our architecture is explained and briefly compared with conventional IP
protection scheme in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we present the mathematical aspect
of the multilayer dimensioning tool that we propose for resource provisioning. This
multilayer dimensioning tool considers three dimensioning phases, each having specific
algorithmic and optimization tools. In Section 4.4, we then discuss simulation results
considering two different topologies and two different transponder models in multilayer
and single layer contexts. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 4.5.

4.2 Restoration Scenarios

As mentioned earlier, we evaluate a new use case that consists in triggering 1+1 protec-
tion for gold traffic and optical restoration for best effort traffic using elastic transpon-
ders in a multilayer context. This use case is expected to be interesting for the following
reasons.

The first reason is that the slow process of optical restoration has no impact here as
it can be supported by best effort class of service (it has no QoS requirements). The
second reason is that, assuming single failure cases, only a part of traffic (i.e., best
effort) should be restored with optical restoration process, since gold traffic would be
already sent via backup resources (1 + 1 protection).

Therefore, transponders can reduce their datarates using less complex modulation for-
mats in order to increase the optical reach and to support the longer length of backup
paths. In addition, transponders are not necessarily used at their maximum capac-
ity (full elasticity is not possible). A part of backup best effort traffic can therefore
be split and served at no additional cost in the existing resources using IP restoration.
This additional grooming and re-routing step can help in creating more opportunities
to benefit from datarate elasticity when optical restoration is later performed.

Furthermore, available transponders operating on failed links must wait for several
minutes before the failed connection is released back into service (slow process of op-
tical restoration). Datarate can then be adapted right upon failure within the optical
restoration duration. Consequently, a traffic recovery scheme using elastic transponders
is more suitable to optical restoration rather than to IP restoration. Indeed, in the case
of IP restoration, datarate of backup elastic transponders is adapted during transpon-
der operation which affects current traffic. In the case of optical restoration, datarate
is adapted during optical switching time, while transponders are not in operation.

We consider a transponder model with fixed symbol rate (32 Gbaud) and modulation
format adaptation within the traditional fixed grid as in Table 4.1. The cost of fixed
rate transponders is assumed identical whatever the modulation format, and used as a
normalized cost reference in this study. An elastic transponder is able to provide all the
datarates of fixed rate transponders, with the same features except for an extra cost α
added to the reference to take into account elasticity cost. The cost of one 100 Gbps IP
interface is assumed twice equal to the normalized reference cost [111]. Transponders
with datarates less or equal to 100 Gbps require one 100 Gbps IP interface. If the
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datarate exceeds 100 Gbps, additional IP interfaces are added (for example two IP
interfaces are required in the case of 200 Gbps transponder). The cost of one WDM
regenerator is assumed equal to the cost of two optical transponders (See Table 4.1).

Table 4.1 — Transponder and IP interface model

Datarate Format Reach Transponder cost Regenerator cost Elastic transp. cost Required IP int. IP int. cost
25 Gbps SP-BPSK2 6000 km 1 2× 1 1 + α 1× 100 Gbps 1× 2
50 Gbps DP-BPSK3 4800 km 1 2× 1 1 + α 1× 100 Gbps 1× 2
75 Gbps PS-QPSK4 3200 km 1 2× 1 1 + α 1× 100 Gbps 1× 2
100 Gbps DP-QPSK5 2100 km 1 2× 1 1 + α 1× 100 Gbps 1× 2
200 Gbps DP-16QAM6 400 km 1 2× 1 1 + α 2× 100 Gbps 2× 2

Figure 4.1(a) shows an example of multilayer architecture of IP over WDM optical
networks. All nodes in the IP layer are equipped with routers, and all optical layer
nodes with ROADMs.

For example, consider the following traffic demands: D1 : A→ B (70 Gbps); D2 : B →
C (50 Gbps); D3 : A→ C (100 Gbps) each one being routed on its shortest path using
a 100 Gbps transponder as depicted in Fig. 4.1(a). For the sake of simplicity, we focus
on the way the backup of D3 is done considering the transponder model of Table 4.1. In
the next paragraph, we describe different restoration scenarios (Fig. 4.1(b), Fig. 4.1(c),
and Fig. 4.1(d)) and show how optical restoration combined with datarate elasticity
can be a cost effective approach if considered in a differentiated class of service based
dimensioning context.

4.2.1 IP Protection (IP-P)

This scenario does not differentiate between the classes of services of traffic demands.
All demands are assumed to be of high priority, and their resources are assigned accord-
ing to 1+1 protection scheme using fixed rate transponders. The main advantage of
this scenario is its availability level of network resources. Indeed, the recovery scheme
can be very fast assuming, for example, Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) local
protection [112]. In addition, IP-P scenario can also extend its protection from physi-
cal links to network nodes. The main drawback of this scenario is that the network is
dimensioned to support twice the traffic volume, which can be a rather expensive solu-
tion. In contrast, the additional cost can be mitigated taking advantage of multilayer
dimensioning through demand splitting and traffic grooming.

Figure 4.1(b) shows how the traffic demand D3 (100 Gbps) of the previous example is
protected in this scenario. A part of it (i.e., 30 Gbps) can be split and carried in the
free resources on the paths of traffic demands D1, and D2 (A-B-C). The remaining 70

2Single-Polarization Binary Phase-Shift Keying (SP-BPSK)
3Dual Polarisation Binary Phase-Shift Keying (DP-BPSK)
4Polarisation Switched Quaternary Phase-Shift Keying (PS-QPSK)
5Dual Polarisation Quaternary Phase-Shift Keying (DP-QPSK)
6Dual Polarisation 16 - Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (16-QAM)
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(a) Network architecture, topology, and offline provisioning

(b) IP-P

(c) M-MLR

(d) M-ELS

Figure 4.1 — Illustration of the different scenarios in IP over WDM networks.
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Gbps is routed on another disjoint path (A-F -G-C) deploying two additional 75 Gbps
transponders and their related IP interfaces with no need for signal regeneration.

4.2.2 Multilayer Restoration in MLR Optical Networks (M-
MLR)

Unlike IP-P, this scenario performs 1+1 protection for gold traffic only, which represents
about 30% of initial traffic according to [99]. Afterwards, all best effort traffic is
offloaded to the optical layer in order to be restored later on with the available fixed
rate transponders and IP interfaces corresponding to the failed links. This step can be
absolutely costless in the case where backup paths do not require signal regeneration.
Otherwise, the additional cost induced by WDM regenerators may call into question the
interest of such an approach especially when backup paths are much longer compared to
the ones used for working traffic. In Fig. 4.1(c), backup gold traffic of demand D3 (i.e.,
30 Gbps) is provisioned using the free existing resources on the path (A-B-C). The
remaining 70 Gbps best effort part is restored using the same 100 Gbps transponder
and the same IP interface that are previously used with the initial traffic demand D3

(optical restoration) on a disjoint path (A-F -G-C). However, a new WDM regenerator
is required due to the longer length of backup path.

Note that, both network layers have to coordinate upon a failure, in order to achieve
an optimal traffic restoration.

4.2.3 Multilayer Restoration in Elastic Optical Networks (M-
ELS)

In this scenario, best effort backup traffic is not considered in network dimensioning
phase. It is later offloaded to optical layer restoration as in M-MLR scenario. The
main difference between both scenarios is that elastic transponders used here can adapt
their datarates to fit the best effort traffic amount and consequently operate on longer
reaches. It is the reason why the required WDM regenerator considered in the previous
scenario (Fig. 4.1(c)) can now be avoided (Fig. 4.1(d)).

In a nutshell, elastic transponders may potentially reduce the additional cost of optical
restoration, induced by WDM regenerators, provided that they allow reach adapta-
tion. Nevertheless, it is necessary to take into account the additional cost of elastic
transponders and to perform a robust optimization in order to be sure that all impor-
tant parameters are taken into account.

4.3 Dimensioning Phases and Tools

As explained in Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1, multilayer dimensioning is a complex prob-
lem that cannot be easily solved for large network instances. In Section 4.2, it can be
noticed that both online and offline aspects of network dimensioning are involved in
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the restoration scenarios. Therefore, the problem gets more complicated seeing that
both multilayer restoration and multilayer dimensioning are concerned.

In current work, the problem is dealt with as follows. We first perform a multilayer di-
mensioning for working traffic (gold + best effort), and gold backup traffic in the offline
dimensioning phase (Phase I). A MILP formulation is proposed for small and medium
networks with sparse traffic matrix instances. For large networks and dense traffic
matrices, a genetic algorithm is proposed and validated with the MILP formulation.

Moreover, in order to find near-optimal solutions within a reasonable time, path dis-
junction property is guaranteed giving disjoint paths as input to the dimensioning
process. However, This prevents from the grooming of demands whose precomputed
paths are disjoint: they might have one or more links in common if precomputed paths
are not given as input.

Afterwards, best effort restoration is accomplished combining heuristics and exact ILP
formulations in a hierarchical way. Specifically, grooming and re-routing of best effort
backup traffic in the existing resources (Phase I) is performed separately (Phase II)
using a heuristic method. WDM regenerator placement required for optical restoration
is accomplished with an exact ILP model (Phase I).

Note that optimizing jointly the three phases is quite difficult to carry out, and not
necessary for this study. Indeed, the decomposition is done according to the dimen-
sioning context and the relevant parameters for the comparison.
In the following, mathematical tools used in each phase, are explained within their
corresponding phase descriptions.

4.3.1 Network Planning and IP Protection (Phase I)

In this first and offline phase, gold backup traffic resources are provisioned in the same
way as the working traffic, assuming a 1+1 protection scheme. Two different strategies
are possible, when different types of transponders can serve a given logical link at the
same minimal cost:

• Lowest Datarate First (LDF ): this strategy chooses the transponder with the
lowest datarate among all possible solutions having the same cost. This can be
useful later on for optical restoration thanks to enhanced transponder reach. Note
that, additional cost induced by signal regenerators and IP interfaces, is considered
in the selection process.

• Highest Datarate First (HDF ): contrary to LDF , high datarate transponders are
more likely to be chosen with this strategy. As the network is somewhat over-
dimensioned, new traffic demands can then be served over time with no need for
new resources. Such an interest is not studied here as no traffic demand growth is
considered in this study.

For this dimensioning phase, we propose a MILP formulation for multilayer dimension-
ing of MLR WDM networks. Subsequently, we propose a genetic algorithm to deal with
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real traffic instances and large network topologies. The efficiency of such an algorithm
is verified on small and medium topologies with sparse traffic matrices.

Table 4.2 — Data and variables used in mathematical formulations

Data
G(N,E) Graph G with set of nodes N and Links E
CI Cost of one 100 Gbps IP interface
CT Cost of one transponder
Sxy Shortest path between nodes x and y
P Set of virtual links Pl
Psd Path between nodes s and d
Rk Datarate of a transponder of type k

βopk
Equals 1 if a transponder of type k can be used on the shortest
path between nodes o,p ∈ N without regenerator; 0 otherwise

βlk

Equals 1 if a transponder of type k can be used on the physical
link corresponding to the virtual link Pl ∈ P without regenerator
; 0 otherwise

∆sd Traffic demand between nodes s,d ∈ N
BI IP interface capacity (100 Gbps)
DB Best effort traffic to be restored in Phase III

Decision Variables

Zsdλ
ij

Traffic between nodes s,d ∈ N routed on the lightpath (i,j) with
wavelength λ

Y ijλ
po Traffic on lightpath (i,j) and sub-lightpath (o,p) with wavelength λ

Iλij

Number of IP interfaces corresponding to the lightpath(i,j) and
used with the wavelength λ. For example, two 100 Gbps interfaces are
required with a 200 Gbps transponder

X ijλ
opk

Equals 1 if a transponder of type k is used on a sub-lightpath
(o,p) corresponding to a lightpath (i,j) with a wavelength λ; 0 otherwise

Xkλl
Equals 1 if a transponder of type k is used on the virtual link
Pl ∈ P with wavelength λ; 0 otherwise

4.3.1.1 MILP Formulation

The objective of the MILP (4.1) is to find the best trade-off between traffic grooming,
optical transparency, and regenerator placement, taking into account the transponder
model and IP interfaces from Table 4.1, while satisfying wavelength uniqueness con-
straint in MLR networks. This formulation is also used to set the initial datarates of
elastic transponders.

Let us note that IP interfaces are required only during grooming process and not for
signal regeneration. To model this, we consider that each traffic demand (s, d) can be
routed on a lightpath (i, j), provided that the precomputed path between the nodes i
and j belongs to the one linking s and d. This constraint is always satisfied in case of
shortest path routing. However, shortest path routing cannot be used when protection
is considered due to the disjunction property. To overcome this, our MILP model
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enforces routing through intermediate lightpaths whose shortest paths are belonging
to the precomputed backup path. This can generate an additional cost in some cases,
but as backup paths are often longer, this constraint can be satisfied with no further
cost in most of the cases. Each lightpath is then identified by two nodes and one
wavelength. It can be divided into several sub-lightpaths (o, p), depending on whether
one or more regenerators are required. In this case, wavelength conversion can occur
only on grooming nodes and not on regeneration nodes. This restriction has no effect
if there are enough wavelengths on each link.

IP interfaces are counted according to the set of logical links of type (i, j) and not (o, p),
contrary to transponders that should be counted on both grooming and regeneration
nodes. This last assumption lies in the fact that one WDM regenerator is equivalent
to two optical transponders.

Min CI
∑
i,j

∑
λ

(
Iλij + Iλji

)
+ CT

∑
i,j

∑
op

∑
k

∑
λ

(
X ijλ
opk +X ijλ

pok

)
(4.1a)

Subject to
∑
k

RkX
ijλ
opkβopk ≥ Y ijλ

op ∀(i, j) ∈ N2,∀(o, p)/Sop ⊂ Sij,∀λ (4.1b)∑
i,j

∑
o,p/(m,n)⊂Sop

∑
k

X ijλ
opkβopk ≤ 1 ∀(m,n) ∈ E,∀λ (4.1c)

∑
i

∑
λ

Zsdλ
ij −

∑
i

∑
λ

Zsdλ
ji =


− ∆sd/Sij⊂Psd

if(s = j)
∆sd/Sij⊂Psd

if(d = j) ∀(j, s, d) ∈ N3

0 otherwise

(4.1d)

∑
o

Y ijλ
op −

∑
o

Y ijλ
po =


−

∑
s,d/Sij⊂Psd

Zsdλ
ij if(i = p)∑

s,d/Sij⊂Psd
Zsdλ
ij if(j = p) ∀(p, i, j) ∈ N3, ∀λ

0 otherwise

(4.1e)

IλijBI ≥
∑
s,d

Zsdλ
ij ∀(i, j) ∈ N2,∀λ (4.1f)

Iλij Integer (4.1g)

X ijλ
opk Binary (4.1h)

Y ijλ
op , Z

sdλ
ij Real (4.1i)

Table 4.2 explains data and variables used in the MILP (4.1) and the ILP (4.5) formula-
tions presented later on. Concerning the MILP (4.1), Formula (4.1a) minimizes network
overall cost accounting for transponders and IP interfaces. Inequality (4.1b) is respon-
sible for logical topology design as it specifies for each traffic demand, the intermediate
lightpaths, and their sub-lightpaths, and it ensures that sufficient resources exist on
each sub-lightpath. Inequality (4.1c) guarantees wavelength uniqueness and continu-
ity constraints, meaning that every wavelength may be used at most once on each
physical link. Equation (4.1d) ensures the flow conservation constraints on each light-
path. Equation (4.1e) ensures the flow conservation constraints on each sub-lightpath.
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Inequality (4.1f) counts the number of IP interfaces required on the lightpath (i, j).
Constraints (4.1g), (4.1h), and (4.1i) specify the types of decision variables.

Note that, the MILP (4.1) can also be used for flex-grid network dimensioning. In
such a case, Formula (4.1a) should minimize the number of used frequency slots as
well. This can be easily added optimizing both cost and spectrum occupancy in a
hierarchical way as in the ILP (3.11) (proposed in Chapter 3).

4.3.1.2 Genetic Algorithm

The MILP formulation has been implemented and tested on the IBM ILOG CPLEX
solver using a professional license. Solutions cannot be found for large topologies
and real traffic instances with an acceptable optimality gap. It is the reason why we
propose a well-adapted genetic algorithm for multilayer dimensioning, and we use the
MILP formulation to validate it on medium sized network topologies and sparse traffic
matrices.

Genetic algorithms inspired by biological evolutions are one of the most used meta-
heuristics in combinatory optimization. They are efficient for different types of prob-
lems and in different contexts, depending strongly on the way the problem is en-
coded [113]. The structure of a given solution (individual) should have access to the
decisive details of the problem while keeping as little as possible the genetic represen-
tation size (number of genomes). In other words, a good genetic representation must
be expressive, evolvable, and should keep as far as possible individual diversity over
time.

The main idea of the genetic algorithm we propose, is as follows. Since physical paths
are calculated and given as input to the dimensioning tool for each working and backup
traffic demand, it is just enough to determine which wavelength is used with which
traffic demand in order to get a global solution. Traffic demands that use the same
wavelength and that share at least one physical link are then groomed on the links
they have in common. Once the grooming points are determined, transponder type
(according to the working strategy: LDF or HDF ) is selected, and regeneration nodes
are determined based on the reach of selected transponder. Some solutions could be,
however, not feasible due to transponder limits. It happens when the total amount
of groomed traffic demands is larger than the maximum datarate. In this case, it is
impossible to choose several transponders to satisfy all the groomed traffic as they
would have to operate on the same wavelength. It also happens when an intermediate
node does not exist on the physical path and regeneration is required. These impos-
sible solutions are neglected, and the cost of a feasible solution is easily calculated as
transponder types, regeneration and grooming points are known.

When traffic demands are allowed to be split, each traffic demand is split with respect to
a randomly drawn value that does not exceed a pre-defined constant number (splitting
constant) that the algorithm takes as an input parameter. Each part of every traffic
demand is then randomly assigned a wavelength and it becomes independent from the
other demand slices.
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Apart from the optimality level, we can now see why in this context a random as-
signment of wavelengths to traffic demands is sufficient to get a solution that stems
from multilayer dimensioning (i.e., signal regeneration, traffic grooming, wavelength
assignment, and transponder/IP interface selection).

Figure 4.2 shows what a randomly drawn individual (equivalent to chromosome here)
might look like. Each traffic demand has two components: working and backup. The
number of columns in each component is equal to the splitting constant (herein two).
The first row represents the slices of its corresponding traffic demand, and the second
row represents their assigned wavelengths. The sum of slices in each component must
be equal to the traffic demand volume if it is a working component, and equal to the
traffic to be protected if it is a backup component.

To take a simple example, assume that traffic protection, and traffic demand split are
not considered. Consider also the following traffic matrix: D1: 1 → 2 (50 Gbps); D2:
1 → 4 (40 Gbps); D3: 2 → 5 (50 Gbps); D4: 1 → 6 (130 Gbps) being routed on the
six node network topology of Fig. 4.3, using a shortest path routing. Suppose that
the first random draw of the initial population gave the following chromosome: (D1,
λ2), (D2, λ1), (D3, λ1), (D4, λ2) (Fig. 4.3). It can be noticed that demands D2 and
D3 are groomed from node 2 to node 4 since they use the same wavelength λ1 on the
same physical link (2, 4). Therefore, some IP interfaces (their number depends on which
transponder is selected) have to be installed for grooming on nodes 2 and 4, in addition
to the other interfaces that are required at the edge nodes of demands. Likewise, D1

and D4 are groomed on the link (1, 2), with an additional regenerator for demand D4

- assuming that a 200 Gbps transponder is selected - on node 4. The fitness function
calculates exactly the cost of this chromosome using Algorithm 2. The final result is
shown in Table 4.3, using the transponder model of Table 4.1. This is how the initial
population is created before completing the traditional operations (selection, crossover,
and mutation) of evolutionary algorithms. Afterwards, the best chromosomes survive
and the evolutionary process is repeated until the maximum number of generations
is reached. Note that, we choose single point crossover, and perform mutation at the
component level.

Contrary to the MILP formulation that allows wavelength conversion wherever the

Figure 4.2 — General model for the chromosome structure. A chromosome is
compound of n demands, each one having two components in which traffic demands

are, if need be, split and assigned wavelengths.
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Figure 4.3 — Six node topology with link lengths in km. The figure shows how
grooming points can be found out, once wavelengths are assigned, provided that

physical paths are known (e.g., shortest path routing).

Table 4.3 — Cost of the chromosome shown in Fig. 4.3

Lightpaths Traffic Demands Candidate Transponders # IP Interfaces Regeneration? Cost

λ1

(1, 2) D2 50, 75, 100 2 no 6
(2, 4) D2, D3 100 2 no 6
(4, 5) D3 50, 75, 100 2 no 6

λ2
(1, 2) D1, D4 200 4 no 10
(2, 6) D4 200 4 yes 12

Total cost 40

traffic grooming is performed, this genetic algorithm does not permit such a process to

Algorithm 2 Chromosome Cost Calculation

Require: Links, Wavelengths, Demands, Chromosome, SplittingConstant
1: for λ in Wavelengths do
2: enumerate all physical links ∈ Links on which λ is used
3: for link in Links do
4: enumerate all traffic demands ∈ Demands that are routed through link, using

λ.
5: end for
6: end for
7: infer all the logical links: physical links that are adjacent and that use the same

wavelength with the same set of traffic demands, each one having the same traffic
amount (in case of demand split, i.e., SplittingConstant > 1) must be concate-
nated to constitute one logical link.

8: infer the transponder type that is used on each logical link, according to the selected
strategy (LDF or HDF ). Determine the regeneration nodes. Deduce solution
feasibility.

9: if solution is feasible then
10: calculate network overall cost (ChromosmeCost)
11: end if
12: return ChromosmeCost
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happen. As previously stated, such a limitation should not have a significant impact
on results provided that the number of wavelengths per link is quite enough with
respect to the traffic matrix. In contrast, all solutions of the genetic algorithm are
still a particular case of the ones of the MILP formulation, meaning that they can be
provided to the MILP model as warm start point.

4.3.2 IP Restoration for Best Effort Traffic (Phase II)

In Phase I, only gold backup traffic is provisioned. In Phase II, best effort traffic
corresponding to failed connections is restored using the free capacity of the non-failed
connections operating on disjoint paths. It can be completely or partially restored
depending on the available resources which strongly depend on the selected strategy.
For example, with HDF strategy, it is most likely to get free resources for whatever
logical link as high datarate transponders are often selected contrary to LDF strategy.
We use Equations (4.2)-(4.4) to identify all the possible logical links on a given backup
path, and then infer the one with the maximum free capacity, which is subsequently
used for best effort traffic restoration.

P (k, l) =
l−1∑

i=k−1

P (k − 1, i) (4.2)

P (1, l) = 1 (4.3)

P (l) =
l∑

k=1

P (k, l) (4.4)

Equation (4.2) recursively counts the number P (k, l) of valid sub-path combinations,
compound of k sub-lightpaths, and that can be routed on a given path of l physical
links (namely the backup path). For example, for a three node physical path A-B-C
(l = 3), there can be one logical link A-C compound of one (k = 1) sub-lightpath
A-C, and one logical link A-C compound of two (k = 2) sub-lightpaths A-B and B-
C. Equation (4.3) is the trivial solution of the recursion in Equation (4.2). It means
that there can be only one lightpath per wavelength compound of one sub-lightpath
whatever the physical link number is. The total number of logical links for a given path
of l physical links is therefore found summing up all possible logical links irrespectively
of the number of sub-lightpaths k as in Equation (4.2).

All regenerator placement possibilities can subsequently be found tracking the recursion
in Equations (4.2)-(4.4). The existing connection with the largest free capacity is used
to partially or completely restore best effort traffic at no additional cost.
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4.3.3 Optical Restoration for Best Effort Traffic (Phase III)

As earlier mentioned, some works propose to drop best effort traffic after a failure if
there are not enough free resources for costless restoration. Here, we propose to re-
store the remaining best effort traffic amount with optical restoration. As the same
equipment for both working and backup best effort traffic is used, a 1+1 recovery
scheme is not possible. Instead, it is a matter of 1:1 restoration schemes that offload
a part of best effort traffic to optical layer with eventual regeneration cost induced by
backup path lengths. At this stage, all regenerator placement possibilities and free
wavelengths are given as input to ILP (4.5) with suitable datarates set, according to
restoration scenario. For instance, M-MLR scenario considers only datarates corre-
sponding to the failed link, as the others cannot be used for regeneration. In contrast,
in M-ELS restoration scenario, no restriction on regenerator datarate occurs thanks to
transponder elasticity.

Min
∑
k

∑
λ

∑
l

Xkλl CT (4.5a)

Subject to
∑
k

∑
λ

RkXkλl βlk ≥ DB ∀pl ∈ P (4.5b)∑
k

Xkλl βlk ≤ 1 ∀λ, ∀pl ∈ P (4.5c)

Xkλl Binary (4.5d)

(4.5e)

Table 4.2 explains data and variables that are used in ILP formulation (4.5) whose ob-
jective is to minimize optical layer restoration cost as in formula (4.5a). Equation (4.5b)
ensures there are sufficient resources to restore the remaining best effort traffic amount
DB. Inequality (4.5c) satisfies wavelength uniqueness and continuity constraints along
the path. Formula (4.5d) defines the variable type in the ILP formulation.

Note that, ILP formulation (4.5) returns all the required transponders to optimally
serve the backup of best effort traffic whether it concerns edge nodes or intermediate
ones. Therefore, only transponders operating at intermediate nodes have to be taken
into account as the others are already existing (optical restoration concept). For the
same reason, this formulation does not take into account IP interfaces which are re-
quired at the edge nodes. In a nutshell, the additional cost in optical restoration can
only be due to signal regenerators deployed at intermediate nodes.

4.4 Results and Discussions

Simulations are performed for NSFNET (14 nodes, 21 links shown in Fig. 4.4) network
with a randomly drawn 6 Tbps bidirectional traffic matrix and 80 wavelengths per link.
Gold percentage is set to 30% according to reference [99], and it is assumed the same
for every traffic demand.
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Figure 4.4 — NSFNET topology.

In the offline dimensioning phase (Phase I), scenarios and strategies are evaluated
using the already detailed genetic algorithm with the following parameters. Mutation
probability is set equal to 5% with 100 chromosomes in each population. The maximum
number of generations, used as a stopping criterion, equals 10, 000 for each instance.
This means that the near optimal solution is picked out of one million solutions. We also
assume that each traffic demand can at most be split twice (splitting constant equals
two). This choice depends on the traffic matrix, and can severely improve simulation
run time if well adapted to the problem, since splitting constant and optimization space
size are strongly correlated.

We compared the results obtained with the MILP formulation (4.1) to the ones stem-
ming from the genetic algorithm in Phase I. We found that the optimality gap, cal-
culated by relaxing the integer variables, is in the interval of 10% − 20%, but expect
that it would be significantly reduced if the MILP formulation could be run for enough
time (limit of memory). Using medium sized topologies (up to ten nodes); our genetic
algorithm gives the optimal solution within few minutes, whereas the MILP (4.1) can
take up to several hours. The MILP (4.1) is therefore used for validation purposes and
the results hereafter are obtained using the genetic algorithm.

Figure 4.5 shows the fitness function evolution of genetic algorithm as a function of
the number of generations for traffic protection in Phase I. It depicts a sharp drop in
the first thousand generations for all scenarios before continuing to fall steadily until
it can be practically considered to be convergent. The gap between the curves is due
to the fact that M-MLR and M-ELS scenarios have less traffic volume to deal with
because backup best effort traffic is left for later restorations. As expected, M-MLR
and M-ELS present no difference in terms of cost in this offline dimensioning phase,
since elastic transponders are restricted to offer the same discrete rates as fixed rate
transponders.

Figure 4.6 shows network overall cost from both IP and optical layers including optical
restoration additional cost for different scenarios. It can be noticed that M-MLR
scenario under HDF strategy assumptions, has the highest optical cost mainly due
to WDM regenerators. However, IP-P is the costliest in terms of network multilayer
cost, due to some IP interfaces that are avoided in both M-MLR and M-ELS scenarios
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Figure 4.5 — Evolution of fitness function in the offline dimensioning phase
(Phase I) as a function of the number of generations.

Figure 4.6 — The overall cost of the network after the three provisioning phases
for three different scenarios.

gained from optical restoration. This means that optical restoration in MLR networks
is instead of interest in a multilayer context. Importantly, M-ELS scenario allows
reducing the multilayer cost of the network by more than 20%, taking advantage of
both optical restoration and transponder elasticity assuming its extra cost is negligible
(α ≈ 0).
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Figure 4.7 — Number of optical transponders (including regenerators) used in M-
MLR scenario with both strategies LDF and HDF . In Phase II there is no resource

provisioning.

Figure 4.8 — Best effort percentage restored or protected in each phase for different
scenarios. Phases can be distinguished based on the color intensity: from darkest
(Phase I) to lightest (Phase III). There is no need to precise α value in M-ELS

scenario as this percentage is independent from it.

In the following, we focus only on the optical layer cost given that both M-MLR and
M-ELS scenarios have the same IP cost as already shown in Fig. 4.6. Note that,
transponder selection strategy and elasticity additional cost, have no impact on IP
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Figure 4.9 — Optical layer cost for M-MLR (LDF , HDF ) and M-ELS with elas-
ticity extra cost variation (i.e., α). Phase II has no cost.

layer cost. The later might have some impact for non-realistic values (α > 1).

Figure 4.7 shows how transponder distribution in MLR networks is dependent on the
transponder selection strategies (HDF and LDF ). Remarkably, 200 Gbps transpon-
ders were little used with both strategies, which can be explained by the following
reasons. First, 200 Gbps transponders cannot support most of the links of NSFNET
network due to their limited reach. Second, these transponders require an additional
IP interface, and are more likely to be regenerated.

Unexpectedly, Fig. 4.7 shows that favoring high datarate transponders (HDF ) does
not necessarily imply a strong impact on optical restoration cost. In fact, it would
be the case if the remaining free capacity in the network is not used for best effort
restoration (Phase II). In other words, favoring high datarate transponders increases
the free capacity in the network, and permits to restore completely more traffic demands
at no additional cost, with no need for optical restoration. If however traffic demands
are partially served in the free capacity, the cost of optical restoration in MLR networks
will be the same as if there is no free capacity. This is due to fixed rate transponders
which cannot adapt their datarates and therefore take advantage of this reduction.
It is obvious in Fig. 4.8 where the percentage of backup best effort traffic served in
each provisioning phase with different scenarios is shown. It can be noticed that HDF
strategy serves much more traffic at no additional cost in free capacity (Phase II) than
LDF does.

In contrast, LDF strategy serves much more traffic in Phase III with no additional
cost (no need for WDM regenerators) with optical restoration, doubtless because of
extended reaches of low datarate transponders. That is why M-ELS scenario thanks to
datarate elasticity can take benefit from both the free capacity using higher datarates,
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and the enhanced reach of low datarate transponders at the same time, leading therefore
to recovering more than 90% of best effort traffic at no further cost. In other words,
if best effort traffic drop is allowed, only 10% of best effort traffic will be dropped in
M-ELS versus 70% in M-MLR scenario.

Figure 4.9 distinguishes the optical layer cost coming from traffic protection (Phase I)
from that coming from optical restoration (Phase III), considering three different values
for elasticity extra cost α (i.e., 0%, 10%, 20%). We notice that optical restoration
using elastic transponders reduces optical layer cost by up to 35% with respect to
M-MLR scenario, with almost no additional cost from optical restoration thanks to
elasticity concept. This gain is still significant for elasticity extra cost up to 20%, and
can be further improved if only fixed rate transponders that are concerned by optical
restoration are equipped with elasticity. This migration scenario is conceivable, given
that elasticity feature can be integrated as an optional license in transponders.

So far, results are obtained for a single topology (i.e., NSFNET), a single percentage of
gold traffic, and a single transponder model in a multilayer layer context. Some results
have been shown on optical layer equipment only, but they have been found carrying
out a multilayer optimization.

In the following, we consider a different topology i.e., German network (17 nodes, 26
links) [114], which is known by its short links contrary to NSFNET. Transponder model
is also varied considering at first stage 200 Gbps transponders, and then excluding them
from simulations. This allows identifying the potential impact of transponder model
and network topology on simulation results. Moreover, we vary the gold percentage in
order to show how this affects network overall cost.

Since this part considers only optical layer cost, MILP/ILP formulations can be used
with acceptable optimality gaps. Instead of the genetic algorithm, we use the ILP
formulation proposed in [114] for resource provisioning in Phase I (optimality gap <
10%). This ILP formulation minimizes optical layer cost given a traffic matrix routed on
a known physical topology, taking into account both wavelength continuity constraint
and heterogeneous transponder reaches (i.e., regenerator placement).

Network overall cost in both topologies is shown in Table 4.4. Again, optical restoration
cost in MLR networks is so expensive that the network cost significantly exceeds IP-
P restoration scenario. Actually, the main reason for this effect is that initial traffic
demands are cut into several sequential demands due to traffic grooming interest (IP
interfaces are not considered), resulting in significant additional cost when lightpaths
are later restored with high datarate transponders. Similar results have earlier been
obtained with multilayer dimensioning when only optical layer cost is shown (Fig. 4.6).

Now, we exclude 200 Gbps transponders from simulations (Table 4.5). As expected,
NSFNET network results are almost identical as 200 Gbps transponders were little
used (shown in Fig. 4.7). For German network, optical restoration gets absolutely
costless for both multilayer restoration scenarios. This happens when all transponders
concerned by optical restoration can send best effort traffic on backup paths with no
regeneration, meaning that transponder elasticity is not useful anymore.

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show optical layer cost as a function of gold traffic percentage
variation for NSFNET and German networks respectively. The Gold curve represents
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Table 4.4 — Optical layer cost in NSFNET and German networks

Restoration scenarios
NSFNET network German network

IP restoration Optical restoration Total cost IP restoration Optical restoration Total cost
IP-P 180 0 180 146 0 146

M-MLR/HDF 136 88 224 122 48 170

M-ELS (α = 0) 136 26 162 122 6 128

Table 4.5 — Optical layer cost for different scenarios in both NSFNET and German
networks without 200 Gbps transponder

Restoration scenarios
NSFNET network German network

IP restoration Optical restoration Total cost IP restoration Optical restoration Total cost
IP-P 182 0 182 172 0 172

M-MLR/HDF 138 92 230 152 0 152

M-ELS (α = 0) 138 22 160 152 0 152

optical layer cost portion related to gold traffic protection. It can also be regarded
as the total cost if best effort traffic drop is permitted. The gap between Gold and
multilayer restoration curves (M-MLR and M-ELS) is then the extra charge of optical
restoration. For both topologies (Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11) these curves have the same
behavior.

Actually, as optical layer has less traffic amount to restore when gold percentage in-
creases, elastic transponders can operate at lower datarates and then cover longer
distances. In contrast, high datarate transponders that have been selected in Phase I
to support gold traffic increase, can be an issue for M-MLR scenario when it has to op-
tically restore best effort traffic on longer paths. However, since some traffic demands
can be completely restored in phase II due to lower best effort traffic volume, optical
restoration cost (extra charge) in M-MLR scenario fluctuates and does not strictly re-
spect the decreasing order. In other words, having less best effort traffic amount to
restore with M-MLR transponders presents no interest, if after increasing gold traffic
percentage (i. e. decreasing best effort) no traffic demand can be completely served in
Phase II.

Contrary to IP restoration (Gold curve), the optical restoration cost (extra charge)
in M-ELS scenario is strictly decreasing and it gets costless from 50% of gold traffic.
This means that offloading all the best effort traffic to the optical layer, is not the best
approach. Instead, a part of the best effort traffic can be advantageously golden in
order to optimize the network overall cost.

Based on the overall results, we conclude that optical restoration in elastic optical
networks is always useful for any network topology, provided that elastic transponders
allow reach adaptation.
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Figure 4.10 — Impact of gold percentage variation on restoration scenario optical
layer cost in NSFNET network.

Figure 4.11 — Impact of gold percentage variation on restoration scenario optical
layer cost in German network.

4.5 Conclusion

In this Chapter, we have proposed and thoroughly described a multilayer dimensioning
tool for offline resource provisioning and traffic restoration in both mixed line rates
and elastic optical networks. Specifically, a genetic algorithm for large instances and a
mathematical formulation for validation purposes have been proposed and discussed.

We have identified and evaluated a new datarate elasticity-based multilayer architec-
ture for traffic restoration that takes benefit from best effort traffic low priority in a
multilayer dimensioning context under single failure assumptions.

Interestingly, simulations revealed that our architecture can significantly reduce net-
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work overall cost by saving on both IP and optical layer equipment. This is obtained
by offloading a part of backup best effort traffic to optical layer for later restoration
avoiding therefore some IP interfaces that would be needed for higher traffic volume.
Subsequently, performing optical restoration with elastic transponders for the offloaded
traffic, allows saving on some WDM regenerators which are required for long backup
paths in mixed line rates optical networks as transponder model impact is quite coun-
teracted. Even in case where best effort traffic drop is allowed, datarate elasticity
is still relevant and permits to significantly minimize the non-recovered traffic part.
Actually, datarate-elasticity-based optical restoration is a cost-effective approach that
ensures best effort traffic recovery irrespectively of network topology and high datarate
transponders.

We have also shown that elasticity gain is still significant for considerable elasticity
extra cost in the full network migration worst case in which all fixed rate transponders
are replaced by elastic ones. In addition, gold percentage variation has no significant
impact on optical restoration cost in mixed line rates networks. In contrast, in mul-
tilayer elastic scenario, IP and optical restoration costs are, respectively, proportional
and reversely proportional to gold traffic increase. This means that instead of offload-
ing all best effort traffic to optical layer, performing a joint optimization should lead
to significant cost reductions.

Therefore, operator network planner can forecast for the uncertain traffic growth (using
high datarates) while being protected against the unforeseen network failures (using
low datarates) thanks to elasticity concept.

However, we have considered some general hypothesis upon which results might be
dependant. We did not consider traffic evolution, which is expected to compete the
optical restoration in the use of available resources. We have assumed that gold per-
centage is the same for all traffic demands. Indeed, considering variable percentage per
demand is more realistic, but will introduce further complexity in the tools.

Furthermore, the cost ratio between IP interfaces and transponders can vary depend-
ing on cost erosion and product evolution. This might have impact on the results
but the interest for elasticity is expected to remain the same. Likewise, performing
traffic demand splitting and grooming freely in the network, requires some advanced
capabilities at the network level which might be difficult to carry out in today’s core
networks.

It is noteworthy that the use case we have proposed in this chapter is only for link
failure cases. This is because optical restoration cannot be applied under node failure
assumptions since the same equipment is used for working and backup traffic.





CHAPTER

5 Optical Power Aware
Network Dimensioning
and Link Design in
Flex-grid Optical
Networks

5.1 Introduction

T
he current work is dedicated to the evaluation of optical layer flexibility in its
diverse forms. In Chapter 3, we have evaluated the spectrum flexibility provided

by flex-grid ROADMs and spectrum management. Chapter 4 focuses on the flexibility
in tuning datarate and reach of optical transponders (datarate elasticity). This Chapter
studies another type of flexibility in per-channel optical power management.

As explained in Chapter 2, flex-grid consists in adapting the optical channel spacing
to its real spectrum requirements in such a way that spectral efficiency is maximized.
However, the deployment of new ROADMs with flex-grid WSSs, and more power-
ful optical amplifiers, in addition to the operational cost, makes flex-grid technology
expensive for network operators in spite of its capacity increase promises.

Keeping legacy optical amplifiers is an interesting case to study in this respect, and
should be taken into account in migration policies, when moving from the conventional
fixed grid to the flex-grid technology. Indeed, considering the same spectral bandwidth
(e.g., C band), the total required optical power per fiber span depends on the number
of optical channels the fiber span is carrying. For this reason, physical links in flex-grid
optical networks need more optical power than before on account of the increase of the
number of channels, and the total required power may exceed the maximum power of
legacy amplifiers if they are not replaced by more powerful ones.

Therefore, using the freed spectrum in flex-grid links may be impossible, due to the
lack of optical power. Indeed, it would imply in this case that the optimum powers
of the already established channels get reduced as soon as the freed spectrum is used.
This is unacceptable since channel performance would be degraded and possibly the
associated services would be interrupted. In other words, the freed spectrum may not
be usable.
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Besides, during the offline system design, every physical link between two adjacent
ROADMs is designed to support the same maximum capacity a wavelength division
multiplexing system can transport while maximizing the optical reach. Therefore,
the offline design does not depend on the actual requirement of traffic demands as
it prepares resource provisioning for the worst case (i.e., full capacity, and maximum
transmission reach). This consequently leads to power resource overdimensioning with
considerable power margins on some links, due to the non-uniform distribution of traffic
demands and their required reaches.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to address the optical power limitation
issue in flex-grid optical networks [8, 115].

In the following, we evaluate how optical power margins can be used to support the
increase of the number of channels in flex-grid optical networks. We also propose real
uncompensated link design method using dual-stage EDFA model over non-identical
fiber spans. Uncompensated links assume that the chromatic dispersion which is a
linear effect in optical fibers, is compensated for at the receiver side and not at in-
termediate dual-stage amplifiers. This specific type of link design is optimized for
100 Gbps transmissions (and beyond) which make use of coherent detection [25].

5.2 Link Design

A physical link is a set of different successive fiber spans and amplifiers installed between
two ROADMs (Fig. 5.1). The link design consists in specifying the channel launch
optical power and the set of amplifiers that optimize signal performance at the receiver
side, in such a way that amplifier limits are not exceeded.

Under specific assumptions, signal performance is estimated by SNR, considering both
amplification and non-linear noises. We use the LOGON strategy which performs a
local optimization of the SNR, assuming that the spans are independent from each
other [116]. The optimum power spectral density is given in Equation (5.1), where
h, ν, Fn, and ρNLI,n stand for the Planck’s constant, the electromagnetic wave fre-
quency, the noise figure of the amplifier at the output of the nth span, and its non-linear
effect contribution, respectively [116].

This strategy leads to global optimal solutions in case where all spans are identical
(same span loss an), and associated with the same non-power-limited amplifiers. We

Figure 5.1 — Example of a physical link, between two ROADMs, with n+ 1 fiber
spans and amplifiers.
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Figure 5.2 — Gain variation vs noise figure for the dual-stage amplifier model of
Table 5.1.

point out that for two successive spans, the optimum launch powers of both spans
depend on the gain Gn of the amplifier to be deployed between them. Therefore, they
cannot be set independently, especially if the spans are not identical. It is shown in
Equation (5.2) where the gain of the nth amplifier is computed as a function of the
launch power of the n+ 1th span.

We consider different types of variable gain dual-stage amplifiers without mid-stage
access (no DCM module) with parameters (F1, F2, Gmax, Pmax, D) (Table 5.1). F1

and F2 are the noise figures for the first and the second stage respectively, Gmax is the
amplifier maximum gain, Pmax is the amplifier maximum power, and D denotes the
power ratio for both stages to take into account the difference between preamplifier
and booster performance. The resulting noise figure, which varies according to gain
adaptation [117], can be written as in Equation (5.3).

Figure 5.2 shows noise figure variation as a function of required gain for the dual-stage
amplifier model of Table 5.1 using Equation (5.3).

The non-linear relationship between system variables can be noticed. On the one
hand, the optimum power used in a given span is calculated in terms of the noise
figure of the amplifier to be located next to it. On the other hand, this amplifier
should deliver the optimum power required in the next span. This last constraint
is satisfied through amplifier gain adaptation, which impacts the noise figure and,
therefore, the already calculated optimum power for the previous span. Solving the
non-linear equation resulting from the compilation of Equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3),
we obtain the optimum required gain (Gop

n ) in Equation (5.4). This last equation is the
key element of our design method, as it ensures that optimum powers are used for all
channels in every span while respecting the power propagation model in the physical
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link (Equation (5.2)).
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The link design is performed from the last span to the first one. We choose the amplifier
type that can satisfy both required gain and optimum power while achieving smallest
noise figure (see Fig. 5.2). If no amplifier can satisfy these requirements, the one
with the closest maximum power (Pmax) is chosen. The difference to the required
power is subsequently recovered by re-tuning the gain(s) of the following (downstream)
amplifier(s) as explained in Algorithm 3. Apart from the robust mathematical aspect
of the design method, it has been validated through intensive comparisons with real
link design data stemming from an existing link design tool of Orange.

Note that this design method is based on the LOGON strategy, and it performs a local
optimization at the amplifier level for each two successive spans. A global optimiza-
tion for the whole link is difficult to carry out due to the non-linear aspect between
system variables, being complicated with the increase of the number of spans. Fur-
thermore, in the results presented in this work, ROADM nodes are assumed ideal with
no contribution to the amplified spontaneous noise. Recent studies consider ROADM
contribution to the SNR and optimize the optimum power at the ROADM level as
well [118]. This approach could be integrated into our design method, even if the opti-
mization would come to the downside of the LOGON main idea, which considers that
a local optimization leads to near global optimum.

Type
Characteristics

Pmax (dBm) Gmax (dB) F1 (dB) F2 (dB) D (dB)
A1 17 30 5 6.5 3
A2 19 25 5.5 7 5
A3 20 23 6 7.5 7

Table 5.1 — Dual-stage EDFA amplifier model

5.3 Network Optimization

As mentioned above, the optimum optical power may exceed the limitations of existing
amplifiers, when moving from the conventional fixed grid to the flexible one. Indeed,
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Algorithm 3 Link Design Algorithm

Require: Link, span characteristics (length, attenuation), and SetOfAmpli
1: CurrentAmpliPosition← LastPosition
2: RequiredPowerNextSpan← ROADMPower
3: while CurrentAmpliPosition 6= FirstPosition− 1 do
4: for Ampli in SetOfAmplis do
5: CandidateAmpli← ∅
6: calculate Gop

n using Equation (5.4)
7: if (Gop

n ≤ Gmax) and (RequiredPowerNextSpan ≤ Pmax) then
8: push Ampli onto CandidateAmpli
9: end if

10: end for
11: if CandidateAmplis 6= ∅ then
12: among CandidateAmplis add to Solutions the amplifier with the smallest Fn

calculated with Equation (5.3)
13: else
14: add to Solutions the amplifier with Pmax closest to and strictly less than

RequiredPowerNextSpan
15: recover the difference by increasing the gain(s) of the next amplifier(s) stored

in Solutions
16: end if
17: CurrentAmpliPosition← PreviousPosition
18: set RequiredPowerNextSpan to the optimum power calculated with Equa-

tion (5.1)
19: end while
20: RequiredPowerNextSpan is the design power that should be injected in the first

span
21: return Solutions

when the initial fixed grid design is accomplished, most of the amplifiers have an extra
power reserve, since the received power in the design is not necessarily equal to the
maximum power of the amplifier. However, this power reserve varies from one span
to another and can be insufficient to support flex-grid additional channels over some
links. This additional constraint is a strong limitation if the saved spectrum cannot be
used over these links, bringing into question flex-grid expected gains.

A straightforward solution consists in replacing all the deployed amplifiers with more
powerful ones, and performing a new design for the maximum number of channels that
can be transported by flex-grid based links. However, this procedure is expensive and
can lead to power resource overdimensioning.

Another possible and more pragmatic way consists in changing the design paradigm.
Indeed, maximizing the SNR at the receiver side is not always effective, since it wastes
power margins for the channels that do not have stringent requirements in terms of
optical reach. Therefore, tailoring the SNR to the actual needs reducing per-channel
power seems interesting to save on optical power, and consequently increase link ca-
pacity [102].
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Figure 5.3 — Example of amplifier power margin and power reserve for three dif-
ferent spans. In this link no channel can be added using Pdesign since the smallest

power reserve over the link is null.

In the rest of this chapter, we mean by power reserve the difference between the ampli-
fier maximum power and the optimum design power that considers the worst case (i.e.,
full capacity, and maximum transmission reach). Meanwhile, the power margin herein
refers to the difference between optimum design power and current power after power
adaptation using the new design paradigm (Fig. 5.3).

Figure 5.3 depicts a link of three fiber spans. The amplifier corresponding to the span
S−1 will be used at its maximum power when all optical channels are established simul-
taneously. Therefore, it has a null reserve preventing the other spans from establishing
additional channels (more than the limit of the design).

This issue can be overcome reducing individual channel powers to their minimum values
(Prequired in Fig. 5.3). Consequently, Power margin in the span S − 1, power reserve in
span S, and both in the span S + 1 can be used to establish additional channels, with
no impact on existing channel performance.

5.3.1 Power Adaptation and Migration Scenarios

Flex-grid technology introduces a degree of flexibility at the spectrum level, allocating
different optical channels with different spectrum widths. Another degree of flexibility
can also be introduced at the power level by the means of power adaptation. It consists
in adapting the initial launch power to its minimum value given a minimum acceptable
SNR at the receiver (Fig. 5.4). This SNRmin target depends on both modulation
format, and decision decoding method. Once it is known, the initial launch power
(Prequired in Fig. 5.4) can be simply determined as in Equation (5.5), where Pdesign
and SNRdesign are the optimum launch power calculated with Equation (5.1) and
corresponding SNR, respectively.

Prequired =
Pdesign × SNRmin

SNRdesign

(5.5)
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Figure 5.4 — Example of power margin for one fiber span with three optical chan-
nels. Horizontal flexibility (flex-grid), and vertical flexibility (power adaptation) are

illustrated.

This approximate equation of the initial launch power results from the fact that the
SNR target, calculated for one path of successive links, is the inverse of the sum of the
inverse SNR of each link along the path [116]. However, it does not take into account
non-linear penalty variation induced by power adaptation. Actually, it underestimates
signal performance as the per-channel power is rather reduced with respect to the
initial power design (Pdesign). This guarantees that the new SNR related to Prequired
is greater or equal to SNRmin [119].

In order to evaluate the potential power adaptation impact on both cost and capacity
of the network, we identify and study the following network migration scenarios:

• Fixed grid (FG): the initial design is performed for eighty channels over a 50 GHz
grid. This scenario is representative of nowadays core optical networks, and it is
used in this work as a benchmarking reference for the other scenarios. Blocking
in this scenario can only be due to the lack of spectrum resources.

• Flex-grid with legacy design and non-power-limited amplifiers (FX80): this
”whatif” scenario considers the legacy design i.e., optimal per-channel power calcu-
lated with the FG design, but it allows that the amplifiers exceed their maximum
power limits Pmax. This scenario does not reflect any realistic case and it is only
used for benchmarking purposes.

• Flex-grid with legacy design (FX80D): the existing amplifiers are maintained in
use with respect to the FG initial design for eighty channels (no extra amplifier
cost). In FX80D, the power aware dimensioning takes benefit from the extra
power reserve of the amplifiers to establish more than eighty channels. The span
with the smallest power reserve will however limit the other spans along the phys-
ical link. This scenario reflects what happens if flex-grid technology is deployed
with the legacy amplifiers.

• Flex-grid with legacy design and power adaptation (FX80DP ): it is an extension
of FX80D scenario with the possibility of adapting individual channel powers
to the real requirements according to the minimum SNR acceptable value. Both
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FX80D and FX80DP can be blocked due to the lack of spectrum, to the spectrum
fragmentation and to the lack of optical power.

• Flex-grid with new design (FX106): the links are designed to support the max-
imum number of channels in flex-grid optical networks (i.e., 106, considering the
same 4 THz band as for FG and 37.5 GHz spacing). Network dimensioning is
that of a greenfield deployment with new well-adapted to flex-grid amplifiers thus
leading to an extra cost. Since the offline link design is performed to support the
maximum number of channels, the only origins of blocking are the lack of spectrum
and the spectrum fragmentation.

These network scenarios are compared using the planning tool described in Chapter 3,
the 32 Gbaud 16QAM and QPSK transponder/superchannel types and the cost model
presented in Table 3.4 of Chapter 3. The cost of one EDFA amplifier is assumed equal
to 10% of the cost of one 100 Gbps transponder. This cost ratio is what we observe
in the WDM systems being deployed nowadays, but it may vary depending on the
manufacturers [111].

5.4 Results

Simulations are performed on a 32-node and 42-link European backbone network (Ta-
ble 3.6 of Chapter 3) using single mode fiber (chromatic dispersion = 17 ps.nm−1.km−1,
fiber attenuation = 0.22 dB/km, non-linearity coefficient = 1W−1.km−1). Links are
designed using the three amplifier types of Table 5.1 and assuming non-identical span
lengths, randomly drawn according to a Gaussian distribution N (µ = 100 km, σ =
27 km). SNR filtering penalties induced by transit across one ROADM are 0.05 dB
and 0.64 dB for 50 GHz and 37.5 GHz channel spacing, respectively [83]. The minimum
acceptable SNR at the receiver side, using 0.1 nm noise reference bandwidth, including
operational margins, is fixed to 13.5 dB for QPSK and 22 dB for 16QAM for a bit error
rate equal to 10−3.

The span loss distribution of the topology is representative of some of Orange’s net-
works. Most of the spans in the topology are not constraining and their corresponding
amplifiers have some power margin to support more than eighty channels. However,
some links have span configurations with large losses, which prevent from obtaining the
optimal power tuning even when used at their maximal gain and/or power. It would
have been possible on these spans to use other amplifiers more powerful or with larger
gain, but these are more expensive, and we chose to keep the same amplifier portfolio
for the whole network for cost reason.

Similarly, we assumed that the amplifier sites were fixed and that additional ampli-
fication site could not be envisaged on these constraining spans. As a result, the
constraining spans of these links have often no power reserve, and this impacts the
whole link: even if its other spans have some power reserve, the link cannot support
more power (already explained in Fig. 5.3). It is important to note that some topolo-
gies do not exhibit such large span loss, and in this case the power limitation is not an
issue.
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Dimensioning process is triggered for seven successive forecasted periods of time, as-
suming a 35% traffic growth rate. This is the maximum number of periods that all
scenarios can support without blocking. This ensures a fair comparison between net-
work scenarios as they would have to deal with the same traffic volume. Twenty initial
traffic matrices, normalized to 6Tbps, have been randomly drawn according to a real-
istic logical topology. Demands are optimally served choosing the set of transponders
(with regenerator placement) that first minimizes cost and then minimizes spectrum
occupancy [83].

Figure 5.5 depicts the current power level for FX80, FX80D, and FX80DP scenarios
in each used span, the Pmax and the Pdesign of corresponding amplifier (the one located
at the input of the span) in the last planning period. Fiber spans are ordered in
a decreasing way according to the total traffic demand volume they are carrying in
FX80DP . Optical power usage varies from one span to another due to the variable
design and the non-uniform distribution of traffic in the whole network. In spite of the
non-null power reserve in each amplifier (emerging orange part in Fig. 5.5), it can be
noticed that about fifteen spans exceed the maximum power limit in the non-realistic
scenario FX80. This means that a part of the saved spectrum in the other flex-grid
scenario: FX80D cannot be used due to the lack of power, as it is constrained by the
characteristics of legacy amplifiers and the optimum launch powers. The significant
emerging green part in Fig. 5.5 represents the optical power amount that is saved - and
still not used - thanks to power adaptation approach in FX80DP . We can notice that
the amplifier power reserve is relatively small in comparison with power adaptation
savings.

It is commonly agreed that flex-grid cost savings are produced in the long term [9–11].
This is confirmed by our results which indicate that network cost is identical for all
scenarios until the fifth planning period, except for FX106 which has an extra optical
cost due to the replacement of legacy amplifiers with more powerful ones. This extra
cost does not take into account the operational expenses of amplifier deployment and
the subsequent interruption of the fiber link. Figure 5.6 shows network cost evolution
in the last three periods in which some scenarios start using longer paths looking
for either spectrum or power, thus giving rise to an additional cost due to signal
regeneration. In all periods, FX80DP outperforms FX106 and saves up to 10% of cost
with respect to conventional fixed grid (FG). This is obtained thanks to flex-grid saved
spectrum, and power adaptation, which avoid some longer paths and consequently
potential regenerators. In contrast, flex-grid has almost no cost savings when power
adaptation is not allowed with the traditional design (FX80D), meaning that the
amplifier power reserve is not enough to exploit all flex-grid saved spectrum.

Figure 5.7 shows the saved spectrum percentage for flex-grid scenarios in comparison
with conventional fixed grid. As expected, all flex-grid scenarios provide the same spec-
trum savings with the shortest path routing corresponding to the first four planning
periods. During this dimensioning phase, results show a steady spectrum saving de-
crease over time, since less spectrum effective transponders are more likely to be used
with the exponential growth of traffic when optimizing network overall cost. The last
three periods see a similar dramatic growth in the spectrum savings for both FX80DP
and FX106 as the reference (FG) is disadvantaged by longer path lengths. FX80D
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Figure 5.5 — Optical power level in each fiber span for different flex-grid scenarios
constrained by legacy amplifiers. Pmax and Pdesign correspond to the EDFA amplifier

located at the input of the fiber span.

Figure 5.6 — Cost evolution over time for the different scenarios in the last three
periods when the shortest paths are left due to the lack of either power or spectrum.

Results are obtained with a 90% confidence interval.

scenario being limited by the amplifier reserves, fails to save as much spectrum as
FX80DP and FX106 do. We then compute the amount of saved spectrum for which
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Figure 5.7 — Flex-grid saved spectrum evolution with respect to conventional fixed
grid network (FG) using a 90% confidence interval. In the first four periods, the
shortest paths are always selected. After that, the routing process selects longer

paths looking for either power or spectrum depending on migration scenario.

enough amplification power exists. Indeed, not all saved spectrum shown in Fig. 5.7
can be used to accommodate future traffic demands, as it relies on the available optical
power at the moment these demands arrive. in case of FX80D scenario, it is relatively
easy to know whether a given part of the saved spectrum is usable or not. Actually, this
scenario makes always use of the optimum launch power unlike FX80DP whose power
adaptation depends on the characteristics of the future traffic demands. To overcome
this, we consider the worst case to which FX80DP can be exposed. The worst case
is produced using the optimum launch power assuming that power adaptation cannot
be performed for future traffic demands. In this way, we can have a lower bound for
the usable saved spectrum in FX80DP as well. In contrast, such a limitation does not
arise for FX106 scenario since the deployment of new amplifiers guarantees enough
power for all optical channels.

Figure 5.8 shows the exact usable saved spectrum for FX80D and its lower bound
for FX80DP . Contrary to FX80D, we observe a small impact on FX80DP saved
spectrum despite the pessimistic assumptions. In other words, at any given moment
in network life cycle, the already saved optical power through per-channel power adap-
tation process is quite enough to reap near-full benefits from flex-grid saved spectrum
for future traffic demands. This is understandable given the significant non-used saved
power amount already shown in Fig. 5.5 (the green emerging part). As expected,
FX106 saved spectrum remains the same as it is in Fig. 5.7, since there is enough
amplification power for all optical channels.

In a nutshell, in FX80D where only amplifier power reserve is taken advantage of, a
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Figure 5.8 — Percentage of flex-grid saved spectrum that is usable with respect to
conventional FG scenario. FX106 is the same as in Fig. 5.7 since the initial design

is performed for all optical channels.

significant part of saved spectrum is unusable due to the lack of optical power. This
impact constantly increases over time causing more than 40% loss of flex-grid saved
spectrum in the last planning period. In contrast, the power adaptation approach in
flex-grid optical networks (FX80DP ) provides almost the same performance as the
flex-grid specific design (FX106), while maintaining in use legacy amplifiers.

5.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we have tackled the optical power limitation issue induced by the
increase of the number of optical channels in flex-grid optical networks. This increase
is due to the new narrower channel spacing with respect to the conventional fixed grid
width.

We have proposed and thoroughly described a link design method based on the LOGON
strategy [116] for different dual-stage EDFA amplifier types over non-identical span
lengths. Results of the design have been given as input to an optical power aware multi-
period planning tool with the aim of evaluating different flex-grid migration scenarios.

Simulations have indicated that flex-grid optical network savings in terms of cost and
capacity can substantially decrease if legacy amplifiers are used with the traditional
power design.

More importantly, we have shown that adapting optical launch powers to the actual
per-channel requirements in terms of SNR is an effective approach to maintain in use
the legacy amplifiers and reap full benefits from flex-grid saved spectrum.
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However, results strongly depends on network topology and span distribution. Topolo-
gies without constraining spans, will probably have enough power margin to support
flex-grid additional channels with no impact on flex-grid benefits. We expect that the
addressed problem will not arise for British Telecom network [114], and that it will be
serious for NSFNET topology (Shown in Figure 4.4 of Chapter 4).

These results should be of a great interest for network operators, as optical power
limitation issue affects both OPEX and CAPEX. The problem statement, the power
adaptation approach, and the link design method are proper to this work. Indeed,
related works are often focused on flex-grid WSS additional cost and dimensioning
complexity. Flex-grid impact on legacy amplifiers has never been studied before.

However, our proposal necessitates an optical power-aware control plane with suitable
routing algorithms. This requires some modifications of the existing standards. Tak-
ing GMPLS as an example, despite recent efforts of Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) to enrich it with physical layer awareness [120], neither the parameters that we
need for the optical power control process nor the process itself are defined. Therefore,
several extensions for Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)-Traffic Engineering (TE) and
Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP)-TE protocols should be standardized [115].

Note that, our proposal can also be used with the extra amplifier bandwidth, which
allows increasing the number of channels as well. In such a case, the arising problem
is due to the under-design and it is not specific to flex-grid technology.





Conclusions and
Perspectives

T
his work investigates the performance of optical layer flexibility within core optical
networks. Specifically, three types of flexibility have been studied and thoroughly

discussed: a) optical channel variable spacing (i.e., flex-grid), b) transponder datarate
elasticity, and c) per-channel optical power adaptation.

The contribution of this thesis can be divided into two categories. The first concerns the
modeling of flexible optical networks. Different mathematical tools have been proposed
and developed. These tools are mainly used to evaluate optical layer flexibility.

The second category identifies profitable and advantageous use cases and networking
scenarios that bring forward the interest of flex-grid and/or elastic optical networks.
This category also deals with the main disadvantages and the potential troubles of
flexibility and provides solutions to them.

Both categories complement each other, and together offer an evaluation and a deep
analysis on the way the expected benefits can be attained with minimal impacts.

Along this thesis, flexible optical network dimensioning has been studied by the means
of a variety of optimization techniques, including ILP/MILP formulations, simple
heuristics such as greedy algorithms, baseline methods, meta-heuristics like genetic
algorithms, and analytical models specifically Markov chains.

Tool choice depends on the studied problem, the relevant parameters, and the dimen-
sioning context. For instance, in Chapter 3 we use a k-shortest path routing within
an optical layer aware dimensioning context, considering some operational constraints.
The reason is that it is representative of today’s core networks, and we aimed at eval-
uating spectrum fragmentation within real circumstances.

The contributions and the results of each chapter are summarized as follows:

• Chapter 1 defines the research context and the background of this work, and it
introduces today’s network architecture. This chapter also introduces research
problematic, and briefly explains optical layer flexibility.

• Chapter 2 presents the state of the art of flexible optical networks, and it deeply
explains and discusses optical layer flexibility. This chapter also situates this work,
and highlights the weaknesses and the open questions in the literature.
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• Spectrum fragmentation issue in flex-grid optical networks is thoroughly investi-
gated and evaluated in Chapter 3. The problem is tackled as follows:

At first sight, we proposed to dissociate spectrum fragmentation that is due to
spectrum continuity constraint from the one that is due to spectrum contiguity
constraint. We then focused on the later as it is coming with flex-grid technology
seeing that the former type has been enough studied in conventional fixed grid
networks.

Subsequently, we identified two different types of spectrum losses caused by spec-
trum fragmentation (i.e., the absolute spectrum loss and the relative spectrum
loss), and proposed a new spectrum fragmentation metric (i.e., ABP) in this mat-
ter.

ABP metric is afterwards compared with some existing ones in two different man-
ners. A global comparison with regard to metric value meaning and its relevance,
and an accurate comparison using an analytical Markov chain. The performance
of each fragmentation metric was assessed in terms of spectrum blocking that is
due to spectrum fragmentation and the efficiency in spectrum use. Numerical
results show that ABP metric performed well compared to others.

Note that some other fragmentation metrics have been introduced in the literature
after the proposition of ABP. For a complete state of the art, these metrics have
been cited in Section 2.3.2.1 of Chapter 2.

We then used ABP metric to evaluate spectrum fragmentation in the incremental
traffic context, taking into account some operational constraints of operator core
networks. We have defined and evaluated a new 50 GHz frequency slot based
flex-grid scenario compliant with the already deployed fixed grid networks.

Intensive simulations showed that spectrum fragmentation is a real effect of flex-
grid but it does not compromise its advantages. Two different engineering traffic
strategies have been proposed and evaluated to face spectrum fragmentation in-
stead of spectrum defragmentation techniques. Other existing strategies have been
recommended based on the overall results.

It is noteworthy that some works conducted in parallel with our work have achieved
similar results. Researchers are henceforth more focused on spectrum fragmenta-
tion issue in dynamic scenarios. In networks with moderate dynamicity, spectrum
fragmentation seems avoidable [95, 121].

• In Chapter 4, we proposed and evaluated a novel multilayer architecture for traf-
fic restoration in elastic optical networks. This architecture guarantees a 1+1
protection for high priority traffic (gold), and performs an optical restoration for
low priority traffic (best effort) using elastic transponders. It aims at alleviating
WDM regenerator additional cost from which the conventional optical restoration
has been suffering.

This architecture was evaluated in both multilayer and optical layer aware di-
mensioning contexts, with different assumptions for the parameters (i.e., network
topology, transponder model, gold traffic percentage, and elasticity additional
cost).
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A multilayer dimensioning tool for elastic optical network has been proposed. It
consists of a genetic algorithm and a MILP formulation for the offline dimension-
ing, and combined heuristic/ILP for best effort online restoration.

Using this tool, we compared the proposed architecture with conventional IP
restoration (protection), and multilayer restoration in MLR networks. It was
shown that this architecture significantly reduces network overall cost. Specif-
ically, datarate elasticity permits to plan for the uncertain traffic growth (with
high datarates) while being protected against the unforeseen link failures (with
low datarates and optical restoration).

It was also shown that optical restoration in MLR networks is interesting only in a
multilayer dimensioning context. Contrarily, it saves on both IP layer and optical
layer equipment if performed with elastic transponders.

• Chapter 5 tackles the optical power limitation issue that arises when legacy power-
limited amplifiers are used with flex-grid technology. The problem statement is
proper to this work.

We proposed a new flex-grid link design method based on the recently proposed
LOGON strategy [116]. Different to-flex-grid migration scenarios have been iden-
tified and evaluated using the optical power aware multi-period planning tool
(presented in Chapter 3) that makes use of the link design method above.

Specifically, we proposed a per-channel power adaptation approach that takes
benefits from link margins, tailoring the launched channel power to the minimum
requirements depending on traffic matrix. It was demonstrated that this approach
performs as well as the greenfield scenario while maintaining in use the in-place
legacy EDFA amplifiers. Without this approach, it was shown that using legacy
amplifiers strongly affects flex-grid benefits.

Despite the attention paid to flex-grid in the literature, related works have often
been focused on the additional cost of flex-grid ROADMs. Legacy amplifier impact
has never been studied before. We believe that this work will open the way for
further studies regarding this matter. For example, current research on control
plane required capabilities for real implementation, is already ongoing [115].

This thesis presented algorithmic tools and analysis within the framework of global
studies at Orange in order to evaluate the potential benefits of optical layer flexibility.
The provided results helped to better understand spectrum fragmentation issue in
operator network context, and shed light on the way its impact can be minimized.
Thanks to this work, optical restoration can take place in next generations of operator
networks, seeing that its additional cost can be significantly reduced with datarate
elasticity. It has also proposed a solution to manage the channel power in order to
avoid the need for a greenfield deployment of optical amplifiers. Like any research
work, these results can be further improved taking into account one of the following
research directions:

Inputs: considering another transponder model, instead of the one we considered in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, can lead to different results regarding spectrum losses. For
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instance, with 3-slot and 4-slot transponders, only blocks of one and two frequency slots
can be lost due to spectrum fragmentation. In addition, transponder cost model could
be different for superchannels that are based on photonic integration components. In
the literature, some argue that the availability of cost effective high speed channels is
the main reason to deploy flex-grid technology [122].

Similarly, elastic transponder model used in Chapter 4 was based on format adaptation.
We expect that FEC adaptation would give further improvements to the use case
efficiency. It gets inefficient if datarate elasticity does not allow reach adaptation.

Besides, the legacy amplifier issue we identified in Chapter 5, has been simulated
on a single physical topology. In networks with short links, we expect that flex-grid
additional channels can be supported with no need to adapt per-channel optical power.

Tools: the spectrum fragmentation metric (i.e., ABP) proposed in Chapter 3 as-
sumes that all transponders have the same chance to be selected (equiprobability). A
weighting method can be used in order to have more meaningful values for relative
fragmentation.

We evaluated datarate elasticity in a single use case. The proposed architecture in
Chapter 4 would perform better combining flex-grid and elasticity. The MILP for-
mulation proposed in Section 4.3.1.1 assumes the same spectrum occupancy for all
transponders. It can be slightly adapted to flex-grid networks, by optimizing the num-
ber of frequency slots in the whole network. Likely, its associated genetic algorithm does
not permit multi-path routing. The chromosome encoding method may be rethought
and adapted to such requirements.

Assumptions:

• Instead of generalizing some results on transport networks, one has to differentiate
between metro and core networks. The traffic growth rate is greater in metro
than in core networks and it is more dynamic in the former. Therefore, most of
the conclusions concern incremental traffic scenarios and not networks with high
dynamicity.

• In this work, we stated that horizontal fragmentation and vertical fragmentation
are often mixed up, and that they should be studied separately. Indeed, even if
horizontal fragmentation existed before, it is still the underlying reason of vertical
fragmentation. For instance, vertical fragmentation does not exist in opaque flex-
grid optical networks if the first-fit provisioning policy is used. Therefore, we
expect that it would be worthwhile to study the interaction between both types
of fragmentation.

• The multilayer architecture proposed in Chapter 4 does not consider node failure
cases due to optical restoration restrictions. Moreover, its additional cost can be
further reduced by migrating (i.e., towards elasticity feature) only the transponders
that are concerned by optical restoration.
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• The power adaptation approach proposed in Chapter 5 can also be used in the
case of the under design.

• This work studied optical layer flexibility from the point of view of cost and ca-
pacity. It could be also evaluated considering energy consumption and/or network
QoS requirements.

• If deployed, flex-grid will certainly delay fiber capacity crunch but it has its limits.
Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) is the next technology according to some re-
searchers [27, 43]. This will however introduce a new dimension of fragmentation
(i.e., spatial fragmentation) [87], making network dimensioning more challenging
with the new constraints of spectrum and core allocation [123].

Finally, the works outlined in this PhD dissertation have been developed within the
SASER-SIEGFRIED European Project, and have been published in ten international
peer-reviewed journals and conferences (two papers are still under review). We think
that the proposed algorithmic and software tools will be of interest for the scientific
community, and believe that the obtained results will help network operators in their
planning decision to deploy the future networks.
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